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Skyscraper Could Affect FM Signals
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'BY RANDY J. STINE

NEW YORK — A developer's plan
to build a new 67-story building

OPINION

The planned tower at 15 Penn Plaza is shown at dusk in an artist's rendering. Empire State Building is at left.

in midtown Manhattan is drawing a closer look from FM broadcasters worried that the structure
could partially block their radio
transmissions from atop the nearby'
Empire State Building.
• Y
The skyscraper, named 15 Penn
Plaza, is to be built just two blocks
from venerable Empire, home to

• Ears to Our World
has dis*ributed
radios to schools
and communities
in nine countries
on three
continents.
— Page 34
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'Don't Handicap
Local Broadcasters'
Raise Ownership Limits, Owners Say;
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Others Think Listeners Would Lose Out
BY LESLIE STIMSON
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WASHINGTON — Broadcasters are
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telling the FCC that current radio
ownership limits inhibit their options
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forces. For that reason, and because of
increased competition. many stations
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— especially in smaller markets —
are facing grave economic difficulties.
they argue.
They want to see ownership limits
reduced or eliminated. Regulators. they
say. also should eliminate the "subcaps" that limit how many stations in
(continued on page 7)
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FIVE MARKETS

OVER 40 STATIONS

ONE NETWORK:

WHEATNET-HRIDGE TOM
For Entravision, with multiple stations in multiple markets, anetwork with
flexible functionality and reliability is key to maintaining the strongest on- air
presence with absolutely no downtime. Listeners depend on Entravision
for content tailored to each community as well as demographically relevant

programming across the grid. VVheatstone's VVheatNet-Bridge TDM systems
make it possible to keep such anetwork up and running around the clock.
Entravision currently has Wheatstone TDM systems in 5of their markets including Los Angeles where 27 surfaces provide programming for their
eight Los Angeles area transmitter sites and seven satellite uplink networks.
Rick Hunt, Vice President and Director of Radio Engineering at Entravision
Communications Corporation knows that taking chances with unproven or
ad- hoc technology simply isn't feasible - that the ultimate cost of using less
than the best can be detrimental not only to day-to-day operations but to
their overall success.
"Entravision prides itself on delivering the highest quality content and
programming to our loyal base of radio and television audiences, and we
rely on the Wheatstone system as an important piece of our broadcast
equipment. The system is versatile, easy to manage and one of the most
advanced pieces of technology on the market. It also delivers an unmatched
level of consistancy, ensuring that our systems operate the same way
regardless of size or location.
You do your best to create and maintain asuccessful business. Wheatstone
designs and builds its networking systems, whether TDM or IP based, right
here in the USA. Wheatstone knows that your programming, network and
content are mission- critical, and that failure is not an option. Don't leave it to
chance - choosing Wheatstone can only ensure your efforts are rewarded...
continuously.
Give us acall or visit us on the web to learn more - we'd love to hear irom you.
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(continued from page 1)
most main FM and television broadcast
antennas in the city.
Vornado Realty Trust is the developer
behind the proposed $3 billion project,
which has gained city council approval
but likely is years from completion.
Company officials have indicated construction will begin once major tenants
are confirmed for the 1,190-foot building. By comparison, Empire is 1,250
feet, plus a204-foot antenna structure.
Vornado, which says it's one of the
largest owners and managers of real
estate in the United States, has 28 office
properties in New York City, many in
midtown.
The building's designer, PeIli Clarke
Pelli Architects, is known for designing some of the world's tallest buildings, including the Petronas Towers in
Malaysia.
Vornado officials have not indicated
an interest in building rooftop broadcast
facilities atop the new tower, according
to observers.

The Empire State Building is home
to 19 FM stations and most of the
city's digital television transmitters.
Many radio and television broadcasters migrated there after the collapse of
the World Trade Center's twin towers
in the attacks of Sept. 11, 2001 ( see
sidebar).
Multipath issues are nothing new in
the city because of its monstrously tall
buildings, but the proximity of the skyscraper to the Empire State Building —
approximately a quarter-mile — raises
a red flag for some in the broadcast
community.
Any nearby obstruction to FM signals from Empire could have a major
impact on the radio market, observers
said, New York generates the secondmost revenue among radio markets in
the country, according to BIA/Kelsey.
Some local observers agree that 15
Penn Plaza could "cast a significant
signal shadow" southwest of the city,
and in particular affect listening in the
suburbs.
Jim Stagnitto, director of engineer(continued on page 6)
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Pix From aNovelty Radio Nut
The photos on this page come from
the "Novelty Radio Handbook," aimed
at collectors and published by Schiffer
Books. In 2007 Iplaced areview copy of
this book in astack of other radio-related
publications to tell you about, then forgot
about it.
Finding it again today, Ithought I'd
share some of its 600 or more images.
The book is by Debby Weaver, who
married into a family of yard sale and
flea market lurkers; her father-in-law
Ray Weaver owns more than 1,000 such
radios. The book sells for $29.95 at www.
schifferbooks.com.
You would buy this book for one of
two reasons: either because you're acollector of such radios, and the photos and
prices will help you keep track of their
market value; or because you just like to
smile. Anyone who enjoys the world of
radio will find their lips twitching upward
when looking at some of the radios the
Weavers have turned up.

An AM radio that ' mirrors
its product very closely.'

FROM THE

EDITOR
Paul McLane

The real thing (almost): A radio that
looks like aCoke machine. 8inches.
Iwant one.

This hand grenade radio also
is acigarette lighter.
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stand salmost
foot high.

Electronics Research, Inc. delivers innovative,
high- quality, integrated solutions for
broadcasters around the world and across the
spectrum. When planning your next broadcast
system call us toll- free at 877 ERI-LINE or visit us
online at www.eriinc.com.
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ing for New York Public Radio, is concerned
about both of his FMs at Empire, WNYC(FM)
and WQXR(FM).
"WQXR is a low-power Class B and will
be especially susceptible to multipath in New
Jersey. I'm very concerned. And without a
predictive study to examine, we really don't
know how bad it could be," Stagnitto said.
"It would be afairly expensive study, but it
could make for agood argument on behalf of
all the broadcasters [at Empire]."

WATCHING CLOSELY
Tall buildings and mountains that disrupt
radio signals sufficiently can cause multipath,
in which a listener's radio receives multiple
waves of the same signal.
Several broadcast engineers in the city
declined to discuss potential interference
issues, citing their tenant relationship with
management at the Empire State Building.
Josh Hadden, director of engineering and IT
for Clear Channel Radio/New York, said, "We
are studying the different potential impacts the
building could have on us. We are watching
the development of the plan closely."
All five of Clear Channel's FMs have transmission facilities on Empire.
Signal reflection will be another concern
for broadcasters at Empire, said Tom Ray,
vice president and director of corporate engi-
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neering for Buckley Radio's WOR(AM) in
New York City and aRadio World contributor.
"There certainly could be some reflection
in the opposite direction that could cause multipath," he said
Another broadcast engineer in the city
believes the new building "won't create areal
concern" but notes it will be difficult to test
for potential issues in advance of construction.
"There will be some dramatic shadowing
on the west side of Manhattan (from Empire)
by the new building, but there isn't much
there anyway. You have Penn Station, the post
office and then the Hudson River, and that's
about it," the engineer said.
A different broadcast engineer raised the
issue of radiofrequency exposure posing a
risk to the inhabitants of the top floors of the
Vornado Realty Trust building because of its
proximity to the Empire broadcast platform,
but said the risk could be minimized by using
RFproof glass and non-radiating metal on the
top floors of the new building.
Empire's owners, including co-owner
Anthony Malkin, objected to plans for the new
building, arguing it would adversely impact
the skyline of the city and infringe upon the
building's historical status. The Empire State
Building, declared a landmark by the city's
Landmarks Preservation Commission in 1981,
was completed in 1931 and had its first broadcast antenna added in 1951. Empire officials
declined comment for this story.

EMPIRE, DURST FACILITIES GREW AFTER 9/11
New York City's broadcast communications infrastructure was
altered dramatically following the terrorism attacks of Sept. 11,
2001. Dozens of radio and television broadcasters that lost facilities when the twin towers collapsed scrambled to find vertical real
estate alternatives.
Since then, Empire's rooftop facilities have grown to include nearly every radio and television broadcaster in the city. There remains
talk among market observers of arebuild of the master FM antenna
at Empire.
"That antenna was not designed originally for that many radio
stations. Then you add all of the primary television antennae, which
sit on top of the master FM, and it's likely you need anew tower,"
said one broadcast engineer familiar with the facilities.
"Talks are getting alittle more serious now. It's down to the
financial issue of who will pay for what."
The Durst Organization completed abroadcast antenna project atop the Condé Nast Building at 4Times Square in midtown
Manhattan in 2004. That site is used primarily as an auxiliary platform for radio broadcasters and some television stations. Durst officials, like those at Empire, declined comment for this story.
The One World Trade Center project in lower Manhattan, formerly known as the Freedom Tower, is ongoing and could be completed during 2012. The Metropolitan Television Alliance, acoalition
of adozen television stations in New York City area displaced in the
collapse of World Trade Center twin towers, had said its members
intended to use several of the top floors of One World Trade Center
for broadcast and antenna facilities. However, plans for arooftop
television antenna project there have never been finalized, according
to observers.
— Randy J Stine

Remote Up in the Air?
Get it ON the Air with ACCESS!
"We were invited to ride along in a hot air balloon to help promote the Grove City Balloons
and Tunes Festival near Columbus," says Matt Bruning of WTVN in Columbus, OH. " When I
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(continued from page 1)

one service, AM or FM, an entity can
own. Right now, in the largest markets
(those with 45 or more radio stations),
one entity can own up to eight stations
and not more than five in one service.
Proponents say the current restrictions are outmoded and arbitrary, and
that radio has tried to survive despite

NEWS
of ever-increasing debt loads, nor consumers, who get bland programming as
aresult of all that cost-cutting.
FCC commissioners are studying
public comments as part of a media
ownership review, the fourth such proceeding since passage of the seminal
legislation 14 years ago. Comments to
Docket 09-182 were due in July.
To say that these reviews of ownership limits are contentious would be

The current local radio limits were established nearly
15 years ago in aless competitive marketplace, before
the emergence of satellite radio, online streaming, and
iPods and MP3 players.
—NAB
a deep recession and new threats like
Internet radio in the car, where it once
dominated.
Consumer groups generally oppose
loosening radio's restrictions. They say
ownership consolidation that swept the
industry after passage of the Telecom
Act in 1996 hasn't benefited anyone —
neither broadcasters, who need to keep
squeezing costs to shoulder the burden

an understatement. Two of the three
since '96 have resulted in orders relaxing
one or more ownership rules. Currently,
litigation arising from the 2006 ownership review order continues in afederal
appeals court. It's unclear how the timing
of the pending litigation could impact the
commission's review process.
Related to ownership is the future of
news media and journalism, which the

FCC and the Federal Trade Commission
have been considering as well. A draft
FTC report mentions ideas such as a
"national fund for local news," paid
for by taxes on broadcasters, consumer
electronics companies and advertising.
The FCC expects to issue its report on
this topic by year-end, according to FCC
Commissioner Meredith Baker.
Baker, a Republican, suggested in
a speech to the National Religious
Broadcasters in September that rather
than a "bailout" or "quick fix," the FCC
should focus on revising its media ownership caps.
She said such "strict limits" may be
outdated. "Iencourage discussions about
how we can better tailor our rules to the
current media marketplace," she said.
It's uncertain if her fellow commissioners will allow more deregulation. One,
Democrat Michael Copps, has long been
vocal against such changes.
Many who filed comments addressed
both ownership limits and the future of
journalism. What the commission says
in the journalism report could signal
how it will handle the ownership limits.
Most companies commented on television ownership limits or on the crossownership ban that affects newspapers,
television and radio. A small portion of
those commented on the radio ownership
limits. Here are excerpts from those:

radioworld.com IRADIOWORLD

NAB: CRITICS
IGNORE REALITY
Several executives contributed to the
NAB filing. Topping the list was Jane
Mago, its executive vice president of
legal and regulatory affairs, who wrote:
The current local radio limits were
established nearly 15 years ago in a
less competitive marketplace, before
the emergence of satellite radio, online
streaming, and iPods and MP3 players.
According to numerous studies, common ownership of radio stations has
produced greater programming diversity
and has not significantly affected advertising prices. In light of the increasingly
fragmented audio marketplace and the
financial challenges facing local stations, especially during the recent severe
recession, the commission should continue the process of relaxing the local
radio restrictions. ...
[O]pponents of reform ignore the
effects that the emergence of innumerable online, as well as mobile, outlets
have had on the advertising marketplace. Virtually no mention is made
of shifting advertising revenues from
traditional to online media, or the effects
this shift is having on the viability of
(continued on page 8)
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(continued from page 7)

local stations and newspapers and their
services to the public.
Indeed, to the limited extent that
opposing parties acknowledge the
recent economic conditions of broadcast stations at all, they merely claim
that stations have experienced acyclical
downturn and are well on their way to
economic recovery. ...
These claims are at odds with reality.
Although revenue projections for broadcasters are up for 2010, after very difficult years in 2008 and 2009, SNL Kagan
projects that neither radio nor television
station ad revenues will, even by 2019,
recover to the level of ad revenues for
broadcast stations in 2006. ...
Opponents of reform would have the
commission ignore these market changes,
stating that " it is not the FCC's responsibility to prop up the broadcast industry."
It is, however, the FCC's responsibility
to ensure that its own rules do not unnecessarily handicap local broadcasters by
disadvantaging them in the marketplace
and hindering their ability to compete
against other outlets, including subscription-based ones.

CLEAR CHANNEL:
HIGHER CAPS ( IF ANY)
Clear Channel Conununications
Senior Vice President of Government
Affairs Jessica Marventano offered this:
Even if the commission decides to
retain local radio ownership rules in some
form, despite the overwhelming evidence
that no limits are necessary, it should at
least modify the rules to reflect the reality
of atransformed audio marketplace.
First, the commission should create
two new ownership "tiers," increasing
from eight to 10 the number of stations
asingle entity may own in markets with
between 55 and 64 stations, and from
eight to 12 the number of stations that
asingle entity may own in markets with
65 or more stations.
Such amodification would have very
limited impact, either in terms of geographic scope or broadcast radio ownership concentration in a market. Yet it
would provide significant relief to group
owners operating in the largest markets,
where competitive pressures are the
greatest, and such relief could manifest
itself in improved public service and
terrestrial radio technology to markets
of all sizes.
Moreover, the establishment of additional ownership tiers would provide a
desperately needed stimulation of transactions and capital for the broadcast
radio industry. ...
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In 2006, Clear Channel owned 1,168
stations — or 8.5 percent of all licensed
stations in the U.S. Today, however,
Clear Channel owns 857 stations, or 5.9
percent of radio stations. The remaining
94.1 percent of stations are owned by
thousands of companies and individuals, making the radio industry one of
the least consolidated of the country's
major industries. ...
Sirius XM has continued to make
inroads in the auto market. ... At the
end of 2009, there were 27 million
satellite radios installed in U.S. autos,
of which only 11.6 million were active.
This difference in installed vs. active

ENTERCOM:
ELIMINATE SUBCAPS
This comment is from John C.
Donlevie, executive vice president and
secretary, Entercom Communications
Corp.:
[T]he subcap requirement is not supported by today's broadcasting environment and can be an impediment to better
utilization of the AM band. One of the
reasons for the adoption of the subcap
was to protect AM radio.
Whether or not this had any basis

1
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ing them to local audiences.
These group owners are benefiting
from economies of scale, but what are
the drawbacks? Local DJs and program
directors have been replaced by regional
directors, or even by voice-tracked or
syndicated programming, explaining
a marked decrease in the number of
people employed in the radio industry.
Listeners are losing as well. With an
emphasis on cost-cutting and an effort to
move decision making out of the hands
of local station staff, much of radio has
become bland and formulaic.

FREE PRESS: RESIST

n""

THESE OVERTURES

It is not the commission's job to protect industry
profit margins.
—Free Press
.1•11111111111

devices gives Sinus XM new opportunities to "remarket" its services to nonsubscribers and to buyers of previouslyowned vehicles.
As such, satellite radio persists as
a significant competitive threat to terrestrial radio, which, until recently,
has been considered the platform that
"dominate[s] the car." This threat is
exacerbated by the commission's local
radio ownership rules. While a single
entity can only own eight stations in the
nation's largest radio markets, Sirius
XM is able to transmit 300 audio
channels into even the smallest radio
market.

in the past, with the advances in technology over the past years that have
improved the ability of AM radio to
compete in the marketplace, there is
even less validity to this position. These
technological advancements include,
among other things, online streaming,
the implementation of HD technology
and the ability for an AM station to use
an FM translator to augment the broadcast of its signal.
AM radio does not need the protection originally intended by the subcap
restriction. The fact that many of the top
stations in large and small markets are
AM stations, undercuts any argument
that AM will flounder if the subcap was
removed.

LEVINE: LOWER CAPS,
NOT HIGHER
Saul Levine, president of Mt. Wilson
FM Broadcasters, licensee of stations KKGO(FM), Los Angeles and
KGIL(AM), Beverly Hills, Calif., told
the FCC:
Reducing the caps locally and nationally is the only way to preserve meaningful competition. Leaving the caps as
they now exist or raising the caps will
further reduce the number of independent stations, further reduce the number
of station owners, further reduce competition and further function as acatalyst
for anti-competitive activity. ...
Specifically, Mt. Wilson suggests
that the current cap of eight stations in
the largest markets be lowered to five
stations, not more than three in the same
service with comparable reductions in
the smaller markets.

Free Press Policy Counsel Code
Wright wrote:
[Wle urge the commission to resist
industry overtures to further relax the
multiple ownership limits, and to instead
maintain or tighten current ownership
limits to best promote the public interest
goals of diversity, localism, competition, and efficient use of the spectrum.
Companies that have made poor business decisions should not be rewarded
with permission to engage in even more
media consolidation that would further
injure competition and diversity among
local media outlets.
It is not the commission's job to protect industry profit margins. It is the role
of the commission to promulgate and
enforce rules and regulations designed
to promote competition, diversity and
localism so that the public internet, convenience and necessity are served.

NABOB: CONSOLIDATION
HURTS MINORITIES

FMC: OPPOSED TO
RELAXING LIMITS
From Future of Music Coalition
Policy Director Michael Bracy:
Only the few radio station owners
with enough capital to buy additional
stations benefited from deregulation.
Station owners consolidated their operations on alocal level, frequently running
a number of stations out of a single
building, sharing a single advertising
staff, technicians and on- air talent.
In some cases, radio station groups
have further reduced costs by eliminating the local component almost entirely.
Using satellite feeds and regional content managers, some stations consist
simply of abroadcast tower and aparttime technician who controls feeds from
regional or national offices, rebroadcast-

James L. Winston, executive director and general counsel for the
National Association of Black Owned
Broadcasters, commented:
Consolidation of ownership in the
broadcast industry has been a direct
cause of the 40 percent drop in the
number of minority companies owning
broadcast stations. Any further relaxation of the commission's multiple
ownership rules would exacerbate the
already dismal lack of minority ownership in the broadcast industry.
The commission should reinstate its
"flagging" policy for identifying excessive concentrations of ownership in
local radio markets, and require all
assignment and transfer applications to
provide information on the impact of
the transaction on diversity in the local
radio market.
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The results are in.

Omnia.One wins at five
thousand stations worldwide.
CHR,
News/Talk,
Sports,
Country, AC, Jazz, Classical,
Oldies. FM, AM, Webcasting.
In today's stressful economic
environment,
competition
is fierce, for listeners and for
advertising dollars. To win
ratings, you need captivating
programming and a compelling sound.
It's well-known news that the
flagship Omnia.6 is the processor of choice for ratingswinning stations in every
major market. But Omnia
knows that not every station
can afford its top-of- the-line
processor. Some facilities have
many out-feeds to process,
with rack space at apremium.
Others need aversatile backup processor that can fill in
on amoment's notice on FM,
AM, HD/DAB, or streaming.

Omnia.One crosses the finish line tar ahead of the also-rans.

THE OMNIA HERITAGE

RADIO ISN'T JUST ANALOG
ANY MORE

Omnia.One features the same
processing topology that's
made Omnia the sound win
for more than adecade, built
on an entirely new platform
that's both cost and space efficient. It's designed to handle
traditional analog broadcasting as well as the many forms
of digital content delivery.

Omnia.One is a universal
hardware platform. It's dual
software bank enables two
different styles (topologies)
to be at the ready, changeable
and updatable with a simple
software download. Each processing style includes lots of
factory presets to get close or
spot on to your desired sound.

Omnia.One-FM gives you a
no-compromise sound on the
air. It includes Omnia's precision stereo generator with advanced distortion-controlled
final limiting and clipping.
Omnia.One-MULTICAST for streaming, HD, DAB,
podcasting, any feed utilizing
codecs—features the exclusive Omnia SENSUS — audio
conditioning technology to

minimize bit- reduction coding artifacts.
Omnia.One-AM has all the
processing power you need to
stay competitive in all but the
largest markets.
Omnia.One-STUDIO PROwith its very low latency—is
ideal for mic processing, program production level control
and sound tailoring.

WHY TRUST ANYTHING ELSE?
Since its debut two years ago,
the one clear winning choice
has been Omnia.One.
Hear the difference.
SOUND WINS!

Sound Winning Features
Easy-to- use front panel interface with LCD screen and LED level metering
Web browser for remote control and configuration
VVideband AGO for smooth " hand- on-the- pot" gain riding
Four- band AGO to build density and maintain consistency
Four- band Peak Limiter, with the lower bands optimized for bass punch and warmth, the upper bands optimized for sparking clear upper mids and highs
LivewireTM ( RJ45 Ethernet), analog (XLR) and AES/EBU (XLR) I/O with auto fail-over on loss of input audio
Digital FM stereo coder/generator with advanced peak control, subcarrier input, two composite outputs
Headpnone amplifier with front panel jack and volume control

(
XInta•
A Tecr Cornier,

Radio never sleeps. Neither do we. We're here for you, any time, with free round-the-clock 24/7 technical support.
+1.216.622-0247 • support@OmniaAudio.com • www.OmniaAudio.com
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NEWS
Selected content from Radio World's " The Leslie Report" by News Editor/
Washington Bureau Chief Leslie Stimson. To receive the free,

My own veteran radio dogs:
Biscuit, iar left, Rye and Cinnamon

bimonthly e-mail newsletter, subscribe at www.radioworld.com/subscribe.
he just has to say asimple " Let's go"
when it's time to get back in the car.

'TRANSMITTER DOGS'
SERVE FAITHFULLY

"In addition to my traveling companion, Bee is my car security system
on parts runs," Dan tells me. " Ican
leave my toolbox, laptop, etc. out in

Many engineers take their dogs with them so as to
have a buddy or two alongside for the ride out to a

the open with the windows down. Car
and dog stay cool, no one enters!"
George Nicholas, director of engi-

remote transmitter site.
A telecom and radio engineer in Texas whose dog

neering for NRG Media, wanted to

recently passed away described his faithful compan-

honor his English Springer Spaniel,

ion of 10 years to other engineers on the Pub Tech

Murphy, seen here on aconsolidation

radio listserv. Chris later characterized Max to me as
a " transmitter dog" who could be intimidating " but
was a big play puppy."
Following up on the online pooch discussion,

AM/FM combo Ido some work for and left her in the

Icontacted Chris Boone, who started in radio in

on the front seat and waits for my return. This time,

truck with the windows down. She usually lays nicely

the ' 70s as assistant chief engineer of KLVI(AM),

however, Ilooked out the door of the engineering

Beaumont, Texas in his late teens. He found his dog
Max at the former KLIF(AM), Irving, Texas transmitter

shop down the hall and who do Isee patiently sitting

site in 2001.

atennis ball in her mouth? You guessed it ..."

at the front door of the station grinning at me with
Shane has another rescue dog, Betsy, a Beagle and

Chris had Max, a
Rottweiler-German

Whippet mix. She's more " energetic" than Callie so

Shepherd mix, for

she doesn't come to the transmitter sites with Shane

10 years. " Inever

quite as often. But when she does, he says Betsy's

regretted taking him

favorite activity is burrowing her snout into holes in

home ... and when I

the ground sniffing for various critters.
Betsy sounds like my three toy poodles, Biscuit,

went to other tower

Rye and Cinnamon — all siblings.

sites, he went with
me and was always
careful not to get into anything energized."
Max was recently euthanized due to aspinal inju-

project in Stevens Point, Wis.
"Murph was getting up there in age and liked to
find aspot ( usually right where you needed to work)

ry. He's shown here at about 1-1/2 years old at the

and just fall asleep." George says his boss was great

KTVT Channel 11 tower in Cedar Hill, Texas.
Chris has had several radio gigs over the years,

about Murphy traveling with him, as it allowed the

including chief engineer of KDMX(FM) and KEGL(FM)
in Dallas- Fort Worth. He still does IT/telecom and
radio work while serving as the Society of Broadcast
Engineers' local frequency coordinator.
Other engineers Ireached out to described their
"transmitter dogs."
Dan Houg, chief engineer of KAXE(FM), Grand

Do you have atransmitter dog? Tell me about him
or her, and send a photo to Lstimson@nbmedia.com.

NRG engineer more time to be away from home. The

NEWSROUNDUP

local staff loved her visits, he recalls, and said " at one
point, she even had her own locker, at floor level, of

RADIO RELEVANCE: The dashboard of tomor-

course, where the staff would occasionally stick dog

row will be IP-connected, customizable and

biscuits."
Murphy passed away in January of 2009, just shy
of her 17th birthday.

much different from today's precious auto real
estate; so radio needs to focus more on staying relevant in the dash, says researcher Mark
Ramsey. In his survey, about two-thirds said they

Rapids, Minn., has aGerman Shepherd named Bee.

would listen to just as much local radio as they

Dan says he can leave her in the car — windows

do now if they had Internet access in their dash-

down, of course — and " she'll park herself in the

boards; 34 percent said they would listen to less.

driver's seat and wait patiently, upright behind the
wheel." As soon as Bee sees Dan, she moves over to

EAS-LIKE AD: BP pulled an ad for subsidiary

the passenger side.
If she accompanies him on atransmitter site visit,

Arco that used what sounded like EAS tones.
The SBE said the ads included the phrase " This
is atest" and then asimulated eight- second
burst that tripped some encoders/decoders at
monitoring stations. Media Monitors released
a report indicating the ads aired mostly on the
West Coast through late September.
RADIO- CAPABLE CELL PHONES: NAB commissioned a Harris Interactive poll of 2,587 adults
Callie, above Left, and Betsy at the KUWG(FM),

and found that two-thirds of respondents

Gillette, Wyo., site in front of the Harris Z4HD

would listen to a built-in radio. CEA President/

transmitter.

CEO Gary Shapiro says CEA agrees that some
consumers may want phones with FM receiv-

Shane Toven, director of engineering for
401111111,,..

Bee

ers, and some already do. However it failed to

Wyoming Public Media, says Callie, aformer shel-

ask whether Americans want the government

ter dog, is a Black Lab/Chow/Rottweiler mix who

designing their phones.

goes with him on lots of site visits.
"I had brought her out to a local commercial

Less than adecade ago building infrastructure at even
he most modest radio facility was difficult and costly.
Today, AolP is making it possible to replace miles of
cables and closed systems with routers that use standard

IiI11111111111 " I7'
,„
::"

1 11111111111.11

ized network protocols. The JetStream Mini brings you the
cenefits of this new technology, and nothing is easier to

.111111111M I

•

._se, faster, or less expensive. Add a Pilot control surface

JetStream MINI IP Audio Networking System

hat includes the basic operating features your staff will
need and you have the most cost effective AolP networked
cudio system available.

Looking for lots of power in asmall footprint? The
The Pilot is easy on the eye and the budget and like the

JetStream Mini lets you load up to 64 channels of I/O

JetStream Mini, Logitek has built it with ease of use and

into a 2 rack unit and the Pilot will service even the most

durability in mind. The Pilot is atabletop control surface

constrained spaces with ease. Configure your system

tnat inc udes all of the basic engineering features your

with microphone inputs and analog/digital I/O to suit

staff will need- and more- including 4 Program busses, 3

your specific needs; our use of standardized IP protocols

monitor sections and 24 mix minus busses. It is available

ensures advanced AolP networking with fast and easy

frame sizes for 6to 24 faders.
Logitek Electronic Systems, Inc.

setup... all for a price that won't break the bank.
Phone

(713) 664-4470

I Toll Free:

(
800) 231-5870

I

www.logitekaudio.com

Logitek
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Plan Tower Projects Conservatively

add to the list.
For broadcast applications, the first
action item is a group effort involving
your local SBE chapter.
Go through the phone book or search
the Web for junkyards and scrap metal
yards that are likely to buy copper strap
or coax in your area. Meet with management and explain the severity of this

We Don't Want to Be Asking Whether aCrash Could Have Been Avoided

S

ubotech Lead Engineer Sim Mangga
shares these tower photos with
Workbench readers.
While traveling to another site, Sim
was alerted to this failure and snapped
some pix. Typically, microwave link
towers like these are only 100 to 150 feet
high. This site wasn't even amonth old.

Workbench and RW have published
several articles that discuss this problem
in recent years (type "copper theft" into
the search box at radioworld.com). Ican
offer afew ideas here and hope you will

tions as well as broadcasting facilities.
Several office complexes have had outside air conditioners stolen, as many
as 10. The problem is not just abroadcaster's issue.

(continued on page 14)

I

WORKBENCH
by John Bisset

Read more Workbench articles online at radioworld.com

Winds apparently were to blame; we
can't know whether poor rigging or materials contributed as well. Sim says awitness reported hearing odd sounds or vibrations when the wind blew, even before the
installation had been completed.
Certainly, though, these pictures
remind us again that, when planning a
tower, we should be conservative when
estimating conditions the structure may
endure; and we should use the best
available materials and crews. We don't
want to be asking ourselves after the fact
whether this could have been avoided.
I'm always amazed at the physical
forces such disasters bring. Look closely
at the misshapen holes, where bolts
ripped right through the steel.
Sim Mangga can be reached at
manggasim@yahoo.com.

J on

Bennett, retired market engineer
for Cox in Richmond, Va., writes
that there has been another rash of copper theft in his area; he asks Workbench
readers for their suggestions.
The police told Jon there have been
break-ins at power company sub sta-

1

•

Figs. 1: The remains of this tower were scattered by high winds. In the fourth photo, we can see where bolts securing the angle
iron ripped through the steel.
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"OAVIC-III"

Our true-analog DAVID-III FM-airchain processor gives
astrong, competitive sound at agreat value.
Its linear+PWM design sets astandard for smooth sonic performance.
Includes gated,'gain-riding'AGC, multiband compression
and our patented PIPP limiter.
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PowerStation: the indestructible console engine from Axia.
Unpack it, install it... forget it.

Just add console • meet

Show

PowerStation'', the new, self contained console

and save snapshots of talent's favorite mixer

Profiles •

Make

engine that's over- engineered to ensure years

configurations and recall them instantly, with just

of reliable, trouble-free service. Setup couldn't

the press of abutton.

be easier: PowerStation needs just one cable to
connect to an Element's mixer. With over 1,000
already installed, Element is rapidly becoming

Automatic mix - minus •

radio's most popular mixing desk.

Complicated

clean

feeds

are

gone;

Element

constructs them for you — one for every fader.
Phone callers and remote hosts hear only what

Lots

of

I/0

•

Built-in audio

they need to hear, with no need for operator

connections make setup simple.

intervention.

• Two Mic inputs with selectable Phantom power
and studio- performance preamps.

Voiceprocessing+EQ

• Four analog inputs and six outputs with
24 bit, 256x oversampling A/D converters for
connection of CD players, recording devices,
headphones and monitors, et cetera.
• Two AES/EBU inputs and outputs for DATs,
satellite feeds and other digital audio devices.

,

Element saves the expense of outboard processors:

—Built

a tank •

Ornnie processing can be applied to every Mic and

1his is Element. Its built for heavy ase, with

like

Codec channel. Headphone processing is also built

avionics- grade

in, for times when it isn't possible to monitor your

switches,

heavy-duty

rncoders, silky- smooth, dirt- resistant

opt cal

conductive -

broadacst signal directly. 3- band parametric EQ can

• Four GPIO ports, each containing 5inputs and

plastic faders, high- impact Lexan module overlays

be applied to every channel, too, via software or

5outputs, for start/stop control of audio sources,

.mcl specially designed switch guards that prevent

drop in module controls.

on-air lamps and other studio accessories.

accidental operation. All this is housed e aframe

• Livewire — ports for single- cable connection to

made from thick aluminium extrusions desigwd

lelos phone systems, Omnia audio processors

for rigidity and RF immunity. To read more, visit

Integrated

and other Axia gear — as well as broadcast

AxiaAudio.com/Element/.

Operators don't have to take their eyes off the

equipment from partners like DAVID Systems,

console

Netia, WinMedia, Zenon Media and others. See

Simply

scalable

the complete list at AxiaAudio.comipartnerst

a PowerStation Aux to double your M. c, Analog,

•

Add

phones

•

— Telos multi line phone systems are

controlled right from the surface.

AES and GPIO I/O. If that isn't enough, simply plug

More

in Axia Audio Nodes for even more I/O.

Simple

options

•

Element

networking •

mixers are built to your specifications, from 2to

Use PowerStation to build a stand-alone studio,

40 faders in single- or split-frame configurations.

or network as many as 4studios without external

Over a dozen

switches. There are 16 built-in Ethernet ports,

standard or motorized faders, let you create a

including 2Gigabit with SFP ports for networking

board tailored to your exact needs,

with fibre. Axia is easily scalable — for larger
networks, just add acore switch; Axia networks can
handle as many as 10,000 stereo channels.

Fanless

operation •

PowerStation is silent and fan- free. These large,
extruded heat- sinks ensure cool operation.

Redundant

Power

e

Do

your plans demand a backup power Jupply? No
problem. Along with audio I/O, PowerStation Aux
adds redundant power with automaticswitchover.

different

module

types,

with
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WORKBENCH
(continued from page 12)

crime. In fact, a motorcade of station
vehicles showing up makes apoint.
Iheard that one chapter assembled
l -by-3-foot boards on which it mounted
samples of contraband cable, copper,
radial wire, etc. They added anotice that
the FBI should be contacted if any of
this material were to show up.
The chapter then gave one board to
each scrap metal company, asking management to post it prominently.
Don't forget to include some station
T-shirts as athank you for their cooperation. Getting scrap yards on your side is
agood first step.
I've got mixed feelings on publicizing the awareness program. Some feel
it may encourage more vandalism; the
call is yours. However, you may deter
someone by pointing out the imprisonment and shock/death hazards.
Next, find out what others are doing to
prevent the problem in your market.
Security cameras, fencing and alarm
systems can all discourage theft. One
engineer told me he added alarge sign
at the entry driveway, threatening fines
and imprisonment and stating that any
theft or vandalism to abroadcast facility
is a federal offense. He feels this step
has made would-be thieves think twice

before entering his facility.
Several companies provide a Cat-5
or fiber-optic alarm cable, to be looped
through fencing, ground strap and
ground plates. When broken, it triggers
an alarm. This proactive solution is
expensive; lower insurance premiums
may offset the cost.
Thanks, Jon, for reminding us that
this is an ongoing issue. Jon Bennett can
be reached at jbennett08@verizon.net.
E-mail further suggestions to johnpbissetegmail.com, or fax them to (603)
472-4944.

Fig. 5: Replace constricted
flexible duct to improve
transmitter exhaust.

rontract

Engineer Ron Gnadinger
just had avisit from the FCC to one
of the five radio stations he handles on
the Michigan peninsula.
The inspector drove 600 miles to check
out acomplaint that the LP Iwasn't sending monthly EAS messages. Ron showed
the inspector all posted licenses and the
auto- logging for the transmitter and EAS.
The inspection resulted in one ding:
The station log did not prove that the
chief operator had checked the EAS gear
or indicated it was functional.
How would you have handled the
interaction with the inspector? How could
this violation have been avoided?
Ron has been a busy guy. Last
December, we showed a picture of a
transmitter being exhausted into a

crimped flexible duct. The "snorkel" not
only constricted the exhaust air, but it
was just hanging over the PA exhaust vs.
actually being attached to the transmitter
(you can see it at www.radioworld.coml
article/92332).
Fig. 5 here shows the work Ron did
when he was called in to relieve the
transmitter PA exhaust back pressure and
provide a less restricted exhaust path,
resulting in better cooling.
Ron writes that he drools over some of

the larger-market sites, but reminds readers that even on alimited budget, realistic
solutions are available.
Reach Ron Gnadinger at rongeup.net.
John Bisset marked his 40th year in
radio in broadcasting recently. He works
for Tieline Technology. He is a past
recipient of the SBE's Educator of the
Year Award. Reach him at johnpbisset@
gmail.com. He can be reached at (603)
472-5282. Faxed submissions can be sent
to (603) 472-4944.

"If it's AM Radio, it is Kintronic Labs.
Site Planning • Design of Digital- Ready AM Antenna Systems
•Custom Fabrication of AM Antenna Systems • On-Site Services and Technical Support

)

Kintronic antenna systems
are powering radio in the
major markets in all 50 of the
United States and in more

tbe,

than 70 countries on six
continents.
With more than 200 years of
combined engineering and
technical experience, Kintronic
is a global leader in

1

INCREASE
REVENUES
BY
COLOCATI NG ON
YOUR AM TOWER
WITH...

ISOCOUPLERS,
ISOLATION
INDUCTORS,

world- class radio broadcast
antenna systems.

UNIPOLE KITS!

Kintronic engineers can
custom-craft your radio
Kintronic Labs, Inc.
A global leader of world- class radio
broadcast antenna systems and components

Kintronic.com

broadcast antenna system or
component need for any
location, at any fixed site, or to
meet any mobile requirement.

CALL US TODAY
423-878-3141
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It Work When Called Upon?

Make Sure Your Backup Power Generator Can Get Back Up
BY MARK PERSONS
When it comes to backup power generators, lack of maintenance means lack
of reliability.

TECHTIPS
How many times have you heard
about apower outage in which agenerator failed to start? It is acommon tale.
Generators, often referred to as gensets,
are aserious maintenance item.
Make power generator upkeep part of
your maintenance routine.

are working on the positive battery terminal while the
negative is still connected to ground, an accidental short
to ground could draw many thousands of amperes ol
current, resulting in abattery explosion. Ouch!
With the new battery, connect the positive cable
first, the negative last.
Mark the date on anew battery for easy reference.
Often the positive battery terminals become corroded first. Idon't know why, they just do.
(continued on page 16)

A corroded
battery terminal.
Often the positive
battery terminal
corrodes first.

Where Great Radio Begins

TESTING, 1,2,3
Most important: Test every genset
online, monthly.
Test for 15 minutes. This gives the
engine plenty of time to come up to full
normal operating temperature. Anything

Harris HPX
This is where uncompromised operating efkiency and reliability meet
outstanding value. The low power consumption, compact footprint and
internal low-pass filter of the HPX high- power FM transmitter add up to real
savings from the day it goes on air . Using field- proven Platinum Z/ZX'" IPA
modules and ZX-series switching power supplies, the HPX optimizes efficiencu at
every stage so your cost of ownership is lower for years to come
HPX is designed for analog FM, HD Radio - and FM + HD, with aselection of
standard and en'ianced control/diagnostic packages and
exciters such as the unmatched Harris FlexStare.
When you need hugh operating power ready to meet
any HD Radio power increase, HPX is the natural
choice."

Mark Persons. Gensets are aserious
maintenance item.'

Geoff Mendenhall, Vice President of Transmission
Research and Technology at Harris, has been a
key part of countless, groundbreaking. FM and AM
transmitter designs for more than 30 years.

less and you are setting yourself up for
failure when the power goes out.
Your genset may have atimer to run
on aweekly basis. Yes, you can exercise
the engine that way; but Irecommend
against having it go online without an
engineer present to pick up the pieces
when things go wrong.
BATTERY CONSIDERATIONS
You need to think ahead to avoid
problems when replacing a battery.
Explosions can and do happen when
well-intentioned people do the wrong
thing around batteries. All it takes is
an accidental short from the positive
battery terminal to ground to cause one.
Put the generator control into the off
position, so there is no way for it to start
during the work. Turn off the battery
charger. Disconnect the negative battery
terminal first.
This may go counter to your electronics thinking. Look at it this way: If you

,4

Learn more at www.broadcast.harris.com/hpx
or ( 800) 622-0022.

harris.com

Broadcast

çaisu

Communications •

Government Communications Systems •

RF

Onlittlinkeidne!

Communications
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GENSET

power and still keep the genset engine
warm. Caution: You may void agenset
manufacturer warranty if you do this.

(continued from page 15)

This is not the time go in with ametal
brush to do the cleaning. Iuse aplastic
dustpan brush and aShop-Vac with aplastic hose when cleaning around batteries.
After cleanup and when installing anew
battery, use battery terminal protection of
some sort. Iuse ared liquid that comes in
an aerosol can, available at many battery
stores. The goal is to keep ugly corrosion
from growing on abattery terminal. That
oxide often will increase resistance to the
cable connected to the battery. It is abad
scene, just when you need 100 amperes of
current to start the engine.

CRITTERS
Mice are common in my part of the
country. They can crawl through holes
about the size of ahuman finger. Mice
like to chew on wire insulation and can
cost money, not to mention reliability.
Best to keep them critters out.
Iuse and recommend 1/4-inch hardware cloth. It is like window screen but
made of galvanized metal with openings just 1/4 inch across. The product k
available from hardware stores and eas
to install over openings to agenset.

COOLANT

OTHER STUFF

Many gensets have sensors for water
level in the radiator. If the level is too
low, they will shut down, usually after
running for just afew seconds.
Since most gensets have coolant heaters, it is normal for the coolant to boil
off with time. My feeling is that genset
manufacturers go overboard in keeping
the engine hot on a 24/7 basis at your
expense for the electricity.
A typical heater is 1,000 or 1,200
watts. Ilike to see two coolant heaters
wired in series. They will draw half the

Diesel engines have afuel water separator. Best to bleed off water whenever
you do maintenance.
If you find rust on an engine oil filter,
you know the filter has been in service
for more than ayear or two. Irecommend
replacing the filter at least once every two
years. Some mechanics do it annually.
Lubricate anew oil filter rubber seal
with oil before installing it. This will
keep it from leaking.
Dedicate aclipboard with a maintenance checklist to each genset you have.
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Backup Power Generator
Maintenance Checklist
For generator at:

site.

Engine Hours at start:
At end of work:
Monthly Maintenance
Check generator for mice and other environmental problems:
Feel the engine block to see if water heater is working ( if liquid
cooled):
Look for any fluid leaks:
Run for 15 minutes under load:
Battery Voltage:
Volts before starting,
Volts while running
Oil pressure:
Lbs
Engine temperature:
Degrees F
Fuel tank level:
%
Annual Maintenance
Check/replace carburetor air filter .
Check/add engine coolant:
(if liquid cooled)
Quarts:
Check/add water in battery:
Run engine for 10 minutes then replace engine oil and filter:
Quarts

5-Year Maintenance
Run engine for 10 minutes, then:
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MADE IN USA

Presenting the Armstrong Transmitter X-10008
Bring major market sound to

Engineered with the latest technology

your radio station with the dual,

advances, X- 1000B offers high

hot-swappable 600 Watt RF modules

reliability and built-in redundancy.

capable of 150% modulation in

Get ready to save money while

Armstrong Transmitter's X- 1000B,

improving your sound and reliability.

(1KW HD & DRM ready AM transmitter).

Call us today!

A

doing your monthly maintenance, talk to
someone who can give you answers. A
genset service company is agood place
to start. Remember, agenset is no good
if it won't do the job when it is needed.
See you further down the road. I'll
leave the soldering iron on for you.
Mark Persons WOMH is certified by
the Society of Broadcast Engineers as
a Professional Broadcast Engineer and
has more than 30 years experience. His
website is www.mwpersons.com.

3-Year Maintenance
Replace battery

•
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Shown on this page is alist that can be
modified to fit your situation or site. A
printable copy is on my website under
Tech Tips/Miscellaneous.
I don't sell Kohler backup power
generators but Iam a real believer in
them. The proof comes when you have
an uninterruptible power supply as a
part of the generator load. My experience is that any UPS is happy with the
power generated by aKohler.
If you discover anything odd while

ARMSTRONG
TRANSMITTER CORPORATION

Tel 315-673-1269 • sales@armstrongtx.rom • www.armstrong

Replace coolant:
Quarts

Signature:
Comments:

(if liquid cooled)

Date:

Octobir
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My BlackBerry, the Phone Hybrid
How aMobile Device and Quick Thinking Bailed Me Out
BY BRIAN CLARK
As an engineer, you must be knowledgeable in many fields of study. You
must also be prepared for the unexpected.

FIRSTPERSON
However it doesn't seem to matter
how well-trained you may think you
are; something extraordinary is likely to
come your way, without warning and at
no extra charge.
An example presented itself during
a recent early-morning, nationally syndicated remote broadcast of "The Tee
It Up Show" that I engineered from
Moorpark Country Club in Moorpark,
Calif., for the Tee It Up Radio Network.
Idrove out to the resort on aThursday
afternoon afew days prior to the broadcast to meet with the client, Leslie
Moore, to scout asetup spot and to test
our broadcast lines.
I tested both the main broadcast
POTS line and the secondary telephone
hybrid POTS line. Both worked just
fine. Idrove away feeling confident that
things would run letter-perfect on the
morning of the broadcast.

radioworld.com IRAD1Ovvn

FEATURES
The right channel is audio
out from the phone, the
left is the return feed
(mix- minus) to
the caller.

behavior of the dial tone. Isoon realized, though, that
this was adigital line and would not work.
At that moment the hosts began to arrive. Icontinued to troubleshoot with growing concern.
Iwouldn't have been too worried if calls were not
so important to this program. But if we couldn't take
calls during the live broadcast, the situation would have
been bad.
Now it was getting very close to air time. 15 mm(continued on page 20)

OUT OF POT LUCK
Then came 4 a.m. Sunday, broadcast
day.
When Iplugged my equipment into
both lines on the banquet room wall
jacks, only one of the POTS lines was
active. My immediate thought was to
establish the connection to the studio and
continue setting up before the hosts of the
program arrived; then Icould begin the
adventure of trying to find another active
POTS line at the golf resort.
Once set up for the show, Itracked
down Rick Siemons, my contact at the
country club, to see if he had insight
as to another active POTS line that we
could use for calls during the show.
Rick walked me to the far south end
of the banquet hall 150 feet away, into a
snack bar where golfers could get quick
refreshment before tackling the next
hole on the course.
In the snack bar near adrive-throughstyle window were aphone on the wall
and another jack below it with aglorious
device connected, acredit card machine.
This gave me instant hope of an active
POTS line. Iimmediately plugged in and
ran the 150-foot phone cable to my main
broadcast table on the far north wall.
Once connected, Iplugged my phone in.
Iheard a non-standard dial tone but
when Idialed 9 Icould get an outside
line. At first Ithought this was an analog
line off of aPBX system because of the

T
Digital Linear Uncompressed STL/TSL
for Tl/E1 Circuits and Microwave Links

Moseley has tamed the primitive STL jungle and become the world leader in the technology, design
and manufacturing of digital studio transmitter links. Moaeley, the f,rst to bring atotally tranaparent
digital uncompressed STL to the broadcast industry, continues that same innovative thinking today
Don't monkey around with your on- air sound. Call the digital STL experts today.
Bill Gould [
978] 373-6303

Dave Chancey [
805] 968-9521 ext 213

www.moseleysb.com
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Can You Find the 1kW
Transmitter in This Room?

STATION SERVICES
Find us on FACEBOOK for asteady stream of SALES TIPS, HOT LEADS, COOL IDEAS and
CREATIVE RESOURCES to help YOU sell more advertising (and YOUR ADVERTISERS sell more a)!

Sound Ideas
for Building Businessam
Radio Features You Can Sell.
30/.60 sec. - FREE DEMOS!

GraceBroadcast.com
ATTENTION PROVIDERS: Promote your services to Radio World's readers.
For information on affordable advertising call David
at 212-378-0400 ext. 511 or email dcarson@nbmedia.com.

Actually, the room is the transmitter!
AM transmitter technology was still being developed in 1922, and General
Electric was one of the companies in the forefront of this development work.
Their station WGY in Schenectady, N.Y., was their workshop.
This image, dated March 17, 1922, shows the WGY "breadboard" 1kW
transmitter in Building 36 of the GE Schenectady plant. The antenna was a "T"
type wire antenna on the roof.
WGY, which shared time with other local stations on 360 meters (833 kHz),
claimed to be the most powerful station in the country at the time, and received
reception reports from as far away as Cuba. They later increased the output of
this transmitter to 1,500 Watts and then to 5,000 Watts by adding more tubes in
parallel to the ones seen here. It was used until 1924 when WGY built its new
site in Rotterdam, N.Y.
A close study of this image shows the power control panel at the far right.
Behind the panel are the power transformer and reactor and eight horizontallymounted tubes (early rectifier tubes?). The filter capacitors are in rows underneath the table. There is one large tube in the center of the table (modulator?)
and an array of at least five RF tubes on the left (alater photo shows this was
subsequently increased to 14 tubes). There is an RF ammeter sitting on the
table, and the output coupling transformer consists of two pancake-wound coils
mounted on wooden legs. The coupling would have been adjusted by moving
one of the coils. All the high voltage and RF conductors are open tubing hanging over the head of the operator.
OSHA would certainly not approve this installation today!
John Schneider is alifelong radio history researcher. This is one in aseries
of photo features from his collection. Write him at jschneid93@gmail.com.
Comment to radioworld@nbmedia.com.

"OP-Xis very functional and easy to use.
One of the best features is the log merge.
On our old system it took minutes and with
OP-Xit takes seconds."
-John O'Dea, Ups Mgr
WNNK-FM, Harrisburg, PA

Modular Operation in Op-X allows
for atiered system at afraction of
the cost of it's competitors.
Each studio client is capable
of accessing all Audio Server
modules on the network.
Remote voice- tracking allows
for creation of content for
remote studios also running
Op- X.
The revolutionary design of
Op- X's clock builder turns the
previous task of scheduling
satellite programming into a
few simple clicks.
Share serial devices from any
machine using the Op-X Serial
Server.
Importing logs now gets its own
module that takes confusion out
of the process.
Eigineers will enjoy Op- X
because it's easy to install,
maintain, and has automatic
backup features.

AILITOMA'llON
SIMPLE • POWERFUL • REDUNDANT

Not since Axia audio-over-IP was
introduced to the broadcast industry have we at BGS been so
excited' It is wit 7great enthusiasm we'd like to invite you to take
alook at the new Op-X Radio Automation delivery system for
any single or multi-station cluster Op-Xs' versatility allows it to
operate seamlessly with either Axe IP-Audio networks or legacy
audio consoles

Broadcasters
General Store
352-622-7700
www.bgs.cc
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BLACKBERRY
continued from page 17)

utes. Icontinued to look for agood oldfashioned POTS line like Grandma Bell
used to make. No such luck.
Iinformed the hosts of the possibility
thar we may not be able to take no calls
during the show. They didn't want to
think about that possibility and asked
that Ikeep trying.
Shortly, Adam Gottfried, one of the
hosts, yelled out that we had three minutes to air.
At that moment Ilooked down at my
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broadcast table and my eyes fell on my
BlackBerry 9000 sitting on the table. I
began to ponder.
It had a 1/8-inch jack on one side,
normally used for connecting a wired
headset. Ididn't know the pinouts of the
jack, but Ihad an audio cable with a1/8inch male TRS connector on one end
and two male RCAs on the other end.
Igrabbed that cable and two female
RCA-to-male TS 1/4-inch adapters. Iconnected them to the RCA end of the cable.
With the cable assembled, Iplugged
the 1/8-inch male connector into the
side of my BlackBerry. Iconnected the
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The Tee It Up Show
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It's not rocket science, the C11 Audio Codec is compact, versatile and extremely
energy efficient.
The entire range of fourteen C11 MAYAH products delivers aunique combination of
functions that provide optimal performance at an attractive price.
The 1
2 19" 1RU compact Cil codec units are not only easy to operate, they offer
/
compatibility following the EBU/NACIP standard via IP by utilizing the MAYAN
FlashCast technology for ISDN and IP. The unit can automatically recognize any
remote location giving your radio station the competitive edge. There is no need for a
fan and with aconsumption rate of only 8W, it is ideally suited for rack installation.
Moreover, there is aunit which contains aredundant power supply unit with two
Hot Swap PSUs in 19" supporting up to 8 Cll devices. Technical adaptability is a
key highlight: whether aG.711/22, Layer 2/3, Eapt-X or an AAC HE and ELD, even
linear and AES/EBU transparent, all these formats are available. Besides Ethernet,
there is 4 BRI ISDN, ASI, 2nd Ethernet, UMTS/3G and POTS/PSTN, depending
on the model. All advanced versions offer storage capability on an SD card or USB
stick, e.g. for logging, warning signals or regionalization.

MAYAH Communications
Daniel Loeffler
North American Business Development
Bellingham, WA 98225
dloeffler@mayah.com
DIRECT: ( 360) 618 1474
CELL: ( 408) 429 5177
www.mayah.com

COMMUNICATIONS

right-channel 1/4- inch plug into an input
on my audio mixer and the left-channel
1/4-inch plug into Aux # 1, so Icould
produce amix-minus to the caller.
One minute to air, Iasked Adam if he
would help me perform atest call with
me, but it was too late.
Quickly Icalled atest number from
my contact list to verify that Ihad the
left and right cables connected properly.
Moments later Iheard faint audio, so I
believed that Ihad things rigged right.
Then Adam hit the show's opening
audio piece on his laptop. "Tee It Up"
Producer Alex "Foghorn" Fish began to
call the first guest on the BlackBerry to
put them on hold.
Istill didn't know for sure if using a
BlackBerry for phone calls would work
sufficiently, but Ihad no other options.
A couple of minutes later Adam
announced that aguest would be on in
aminute; then he said, "Let's bring on
Laird Small and let's see if our phone

lines are working." Small is a wellknown golf instructor.
A second later we heard our guest.
His level was low at first, so Iquickly
increased the volume on the BlackBerry.
Now he could be heard loud and clear.
Hosts Al and Adam Gottfried were
ecstatic and gave me a nice mention
on-air. Iwas excited because everyone
was so happy that this last-minute idea
had worked. The quality of the calls
was as good or better than that of a
conventional POTS call, and the system
worked for the remainder of calls during
the broadcast without ahiccup.
Iwould recommend bringing along
afully charged BlackBerry or the like to
any live remote broadcast — not just for
communicating with your studio, but in
case you find yourself in asimilar predicament. Something to tuck into your
pocket — and your toolkit of ideas.
The author is engineering manager
of Radio Disney network operations.

WHO'SBUYINGWHA
Tieline Technology's Report-IT Live codec app for iPhone was used to broadcast coverage of the delivery to Australia of the first of 24 F/A-18F Super Hornet
fighter jets purchased from the United States, to the Grant Broadcasters radio
network. River 949FM broadcast four hours of live audio over wireless 3G from
Amberley Air Force base in Queensland to the studio. ...
The Bradley Broadcast Division of SCMS Inc. recently completed a fullstation equipment order for Basoga Baino FM, for anew 5 kW FM station in
Jinja, Uganda. Principal Moses Baleyku began this project to provide FM service
to an underserved area of his country. The equipment list includes products from
Moseley, Jampro, AEQ, Andrew, Sony and TASCAM, comprising acomplete
FM transmission facility and three computer-based studios. ...
Jampro said Radio Voice of Vietnam installed another of its antenna systems
as part of anationwide network upgrade. The recent system includes ahigh-power eight-bay, 32-panel JFVD broadband vertically polarized flat-panel FM broadcast antenna, constant impedance FM combiner and rigid transmission line. ...
Recent sales by Logitek Electronic Systems include JetStream console
engine/IP audio networking to KACU(FM) in Abilene, Texas; WLKG(FM)
in Lake Geneva, Wis.; KM0J(FM) in Minneapolis; and Stanford University's
KZSU(FM) in Palo Alto, Calif.
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Resource for Radio On-Air, Production and Recording

Audio for the Past, Present and Future
129th AES Expands Its Focus on Stream Formats & Facility Design
BY BRETT MOSS
What: 129th AES Convention
As the fall turn of the broadcast trade
show season gets its wind, eyes turn to
San Francisco and the AES show, more
accurately the 129th AES Convention.
Nov. 4-7. at the Moscone Center.
For show veterans it is aparadise of
audio goodness with sessions and floor
exhibits running the range from basic
audio theories to the latest in digital
technology. Applications cover studio to
live sound to installation to broadcast. A
bonus is that several audio and engineering "all-stars" will be there to impart
their wisdom.
Chairman of Broadcast and Streaming
Sessions David Bialik listed several sessions of note, with topics including listener fatigue and retention, stream formats
for content delivery networks, broadcast
facility design, audio at the Olympics and
audio processing for streaming.
'"Listener Fatigue and Retention' is
asession we started afew years ago to
study how to keep the audio appealing to
the listener. ' Stream Formats for CDNs'
is a very important topic for streamers
and will discuss the need for astandard
among other things.
"Broadcast Facility Design: Attending to the Details' will feature John
Storyk and other architects, designers and is always standing room only.
'Audio for the Olympic Broadcast'
is a great case study of a multimedia
production. The audio processing sessions have the designers and users of
audio processors discussing technology
and technique. Due to different needs
there are separate sessions for radio and
streaming."
"AES conventions have seen a consistent increase in attendance from
broadcasters," Executive Director Roger
Furness said. "Our presentations are
relevant to their immediate concerns,
and our panelists are highly respected
members of their community."
He said Bialik's insights into pressing
concerns have been prescient. "The AES
has earned areputation as an invaluable
forum for topics that impact heavily on
broadcasters."
GHOST OF RADIO FUTURE
There's no arguing that radio is
changing rapidly, on almost every front.
Change is evident in production and distribution/transmission.
David Bialik will host apanel looking at "Innovations in Digital Radio."
Be careful to specify which David you

When: Nov. 4-7

Where: Moscone Certer,
San Francisco

are addressing during the Q&A session, because joining him will be David
Layer of the NAB, David Wilson of the
Consumer Electronics Association and
Dave Casey of DTS, as well as consultant Skip Pizzi and Steve Fluker of Cox
Radio.
Long-time Radio World contributor
Tom Ray, vice president and corporate director of engineering for Buckley
Broadcasting,
will
helm "Audio
Processing for Radio." Guests will be
Bob Orban of Orban, Frank Foti of
Omnia and Jeff Keith of Wheatstone
Vorsis. Looks something like a ' 27

Who: "The largest gathering of
audio professionals and enthusiasts on the globe, attracting
delegates from over 100 countries
... Workshops, tutorials, technical
papers and the exhibition floor
provide attendees with awealth of
learning, networking and business
opportunities."
How: www.aes.org/events/129
How Much: Full program w/
advance registration is $345 for
AES members, $465 for others; see
website for students, exhibits only
and other variants
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Yankees of audio processing.
Ray said: "We're looking to have a
nice, hopefully spirited discussion about
processing for AM and FM radio — why
we do what we do and the way we go
about it. We'll also be discussing the
advances and control advantages of digital processing over analog processing.
"Many who belong to AES handle
and mix audio in acontrolled environment for a controlled environment: a
movie theater, television home theater,
recording. With broadcast radio, we can
never be sure where our product will be
listened to — in the car, on aconstruction site, on the kitchen table — and
therefore need to process what some
consider excessively. But there is areason for that, and we hope attendees come
(continued on page 22)

San Francisco, background, hosts
the AES convention once again.
(You don't have to swim to visit
Alcatraz Island, where you can
get alook at the site of the
—
•
nrst lighthouse and U.S.built fort on the West
Coast, and of course
the famous penitentiary.)

Pinching shouldn't be painful.
Our competition may have led you to believe that
you know them, or that you can trust them.
But the plain truth iE• that they just want your
cash, and lots of it!
In atime when cash is scarce, a better concept
in sales, perhaps a more progressive one, is to
work for asmaller profit and pass the savings along
to the customer.
Realize the saving:: you can put ir your pocket.
Call, click, or stop by Progressive Concepts today!

THE BEST IN BROADCAST ELECTRONICS SINCE 1990

ID

progressive concepts
305 South Bartlett Road • Streamwood, IL 60107

www.progressive-concepts.com
(630) 736-9822
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AES
(continued from page 21)
away with that understanding."
A similarly themed session, targeted
for streaming, will be run by Optimod
refurb wizard Bill Sacks. Internet streaming presents different problems and considerations in comparison to traditional
processing for broadcast; with streaming
becoming more widespread, the topic is
of growing importance.
GHOST OF RADIO PAST
When is there too much processing
and when not enough? Too much or too
little can lead to listener fatigue. Tired
listeners turn away from a station or
even radio as awhole.

AES panels attract engineering firepower. Shown last year, from left rear: David
Bialik, Dom Bordonaro, Andrew Mason, Jim Johnston, Frank Foti, Tim Carroll and
Marvin Caesar; front, Jim Starzinski, Ken Hunhold and Thomas Lund.
111111

AES conventions have seen aconsistent increase in
attendance from broadcasters.
—Executive Director Roger Furness
CEA's David Wilson, whose commentaries appear in Radio World,
will lead a group of experts examining "Listener Fatigue and Retention."
He'll be joined by Foti, Sacks, George
Massenburg — a Grammy Awardwinning engineer, inventor of the parametric equalizer and studio designer
— Sean Olive of Harman, J.J. Johnston
of DTS and Sam Berkow, founder of
acoustic design firm SIA Acoustics.
IP promises to be another strong
topic with several sessions devoted to
the subject.
Kirk Harnack of Telos Systems will

team with Igor Zukina of Streamcom to
take a look at PungaNet, a nationwide
IP audio distribution network in New
Zealand linking scattered studios into
a cohesive unit. Zukina wrote about
PungaNet, which he designed, in Radio
World's Aug. 1issue.
"While high-quality, low-latency
IP audio technology is gaining wide
acceptance within broadcast studios, its
application over wide-area networks,
and even over the public Internet, is not
widespread," Harnack said.
"Recently anetwork of cultural radio
stations, spread across much of New

PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT

ADVERTISEMENT

Audio-Technica ATH-M35 Closed- back
Dynamic Stereo Monitor Headphones
Fold them up, toss them in their storage pouch &
take them on the road. Created for field recording

Zealand, implemented a terrestrial IP
audio network. More than a one-tomany network, however, Iwi Radio's
PungaNet allows stations to publish,
share and subscribe to high-quality stereo programs. Distribution can be oneto-may, but may also be one-to-one, or
completely ad-hoc with instant setup
and teardown of channels and distribution sizes."
Also focusing on IP networking
will be a session with Pizzi and Steve
Church of Telos, "Audio Over IP: A
Tutorial." The two recently co-authored
abook on the subject. In the same vein
is "Audio Performance in Streaming,"
moderated by David Prentice of Dale
Pro Audio, and "Stream Formats for
Content Delivery Networks," moderated
by Ray Archie of CBS.
Sessions also will look at "Audio

for Newsgathering" and "Careers in
Broadcasting." The latter includes Steve
Lampen of cable maker Belden (yet
another RW contributor) and William
Blum, station engineer for KBLX(FM).
The show also will feature sessions
with television/video audio applications. Radio personnel may find themselves having to deal with nontraditional topics like lip sync and loudness,
given the convergence of distribution
platforms.
Beyond broadcast and media streaming, the convention technical program
includes sessions and events on live
sound, game audio, standards and historical events.
The exhibit floor is open Nov. 5-7
and will feature companies peddling
their audio wonders, some futuristically
digital, some decidedly contemporary
and a few with sepia-toned ear candy.
A lot of new toys make their debuts at
this show.
For those itching to get outside of
the Moscone Center and see something
new, Technical Tour Co-Chairs Jessica
Livingston and Jeff McKnight have
cooked up visits to local San Francisco
audio sites, especially live sound/entertainment venues. Top pick for techies
probably is the visit to Dolby Labs to
see what Ray Dolby's team is working
on these days.
If those are not enough to keep you
occupied, given that you wangled atrip
to San Francisco don't forget that the
City by the Bay is famous for its restaurants; and you can head north, across
the Golden Gate Bridge, and point your
car toward the wineries of Napa Valley.

BROADCAST & STREAMING SESSIONS
The convention will link three panels in adedicated streaming track, according
to Broadcast & Streaming Sessions Chair David Bialik: "Since our last convention we have witnessed the rapid, almost universal embrace of streaming. The
resolution of issues such as stream formats is becoming increasingly urgent."
This list of sessions is preliminary; see final list on-site:
STREAMING
"Stream Formats for Content Delivery Networks"
"Audio Processing for Streaming"
"Audio Performance in Streaming"

and studio tracking/mixing, these compact folding
headphones offer beautifully balanced, articulate
sound; impressive power-handling; and alightweight, ergonomic design. At the heart of each
ATH-M35 earpiece, a40 mm neodymium driver
offers impressive power handling for tracking sessions. Generously padded circumaural ear cups
provide acoustic isolation and long-wearing comfort. Other premium-quality components include asingle-sided cable
constructed of ultra-flexible litz wire, and agold-plated stereo 1/8" connector with strain-relief spring and professional 1/4" adapter.

wwvv.audio-technica.com
pro@atus.com •

330-686-2600

BROADCAST
"Gaining Methods and the New Loudness Recommendation EBU R 128"
"Broadcast Facility Design: Attending to the Details"
"Innovations in Digital TV"
"Innovations in Digital Radio"
"The Lip Sync Issue"
"Case Study of Punga Net: Uniting Radio Stations Across aCountry"
"Audio for the Olympic Broadcast"
"Careers in Broadcasting"
"Audio for Newsgathering"
"Audio Over IP: A Tutorial"
"Listener Fatigue and Retention"
"Loudness, Metadata, Concerns for DTV"
"Audio Processing for Radio"
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IMARKETPLACE
MISSING LINK FOUND:
Digigram's IQOYA line of codecs has
a new member, the * Link/LE.
This is asimpler, decode- only
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SOLID Ciii0ICES FOR RECORDING:

Denon

has added to its solid-state recording offerings with the
DN-F45OR and the DN-F650R.
Both un:ts record to SD or SDHC cards, while the
DN-F65OR will record to USB drives as well. They also share

variation on the * Link. It supports

basic recording features such as mark placement, record

G.71 1/G.722, MPEG 1/2, Layers II and

level controls, 1/4- inch headphone outputs and controls.
The DN-F45OR is a half- rack unit or desktop unit.

nectors, pitch control (± 12 percent), a USB keyboard input,
USB output for computer use and tape-style transport
controls.
Prices: DN-F45OR $ 599; DN-F65OR $ 799.
Info: www.d-mpro.com

The rackmountable DN-F65OR has XLR balanced conIll, AAC and standard PCM. Enhanced
apt-X is available as an option. The

•IIMMU•lOCX

21..

system uses Digigram's FluidIP codec
engine for more reliable IP perfor-

eauesert hecosen 1.4-.450111

mance across two Ri 45 connections.
For main audio fail- over an SD card,
designated input or programmed IP
address can provide backup audio.
The * Link/LE is N/ACIP and SNMP
compliant.
Info: www.digigram.com

DRIVING THE BLUES:

We're Ready For CAP
(so you can be, too)

New

from Joe Klinger and the crew at JK
Audio are the BlueDrivers, a pair of
Bluetooth interfaces that utilize XLR
connectors.

The BlueDriver-F3 plugs onto a
dynamic microphone or into amic-level
output of amixer and interfaces with a
Bluetooth-enabled cell phone or headset, thus acting like a Bluetooth-based
wireless transmitter. A 1/8- inch output
can be routed to arecorder.
The BlueDriver-M3 plugs into the
mic input of amixer and will receive
aBluetooth signal from acell phone
or headset. A 1/8- inch input on the
BlueDriver-M3 will accept an input from

When you use the Sage Digital ENDEC to
meet the new FCC EAS rules for CAP, you
also receive an interface to:

NEW
EAS
RULES

amixer headphone output and duplex
transmit it to the cell phone or headset.
Both feature mini USB jack for
power or take a Li- ion battery.
Info: www.jkaudio.com

Questions?
914-872-4069

•AES/EBU Digital Audio
•LAN/Internet for Web browser control and
monitoring, network time, email
•Satellite receivers and Internet for CAP
•Text via CG, RDS, HD Radio
•Free downloadable upgrade to the final
version of CAP 1.2
The Digital ENDEC is a drop- in replacement
for the classic ENDEC, but new users love it
too.

WORKBENCH
by John Bisset

The Sage Digital ENDEC - your one- box
solution for CAP and EAS.

ID

Sage Alerting Systems, Inc
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800 Westchester Avenue, Suite 641N, Rye Brook, NY 10573
Phone 914 872 4069 info@sagealertingsystems com

www.sagealertingsystems.com
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Light on the Head, Heavy on Sound
This Audio-Technica Sports-Type Combo Is at Home on Air and Online

IPRODUCT

EVALUATION
BY ALAN R. PETERSON
Mic-headset combinations typically
are associated with sports play-by-play
and live remotes. But innovations in
audio over the Internet have opened up a

new need for broadcast headsets.
The cost of a microphone-headset
combination can range from less than
$20 for simple consumer VolP units up to
several hundred dollars for top-of-the-line
sports headsets you see on NFL telecasts.
Parked comfortably in between those
extremes is the Audio-Technica BPHS1,
a stereo headset with a comfortable
fit and a great-sounding dynamic mic

QUICK! IGO1TA CONNECT MY IPOD/
CD/LAPTOP/FLASH RECORDER/
TV CAMERA/CASSETTE DECK/
WHATEVER!

•
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err, ,

Avio'INPUT
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•

CONSTRUCTION
The BPHS1 starts with stereo elements
in sealed earcups, each element scoping
out to 20 kHz for clarity. The plug is afull
1/4-inch TRS type, a surprise if you are
anticipating the stock 3.5 mm plug and
adapter combo so common today.
The use of stereo elements means
you can hear the talkback from the studio in just one ear instead of both.

mal audio leakage from your partner in
the booth. News-talk stations doing live
field interviews can pack two of these
in place of large mics, stands, separate
headphones and all the extras that sometimes never make it into the remote bag.
But also stated topside, new technologies mean new uses. Many talents
associated with Radio America programs

The BPHS1
microphone bends to
your will, as it were.
.111111111111•11111
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MULTIPORT CONNECTS
'WHATEVER' TO YOUR STUDIO!
It happens all the time....someone rushes into your studio
and wants to connect their ' whatever' to your studio!
It could be pro gear or consumer. It could be analog or
digital, AES or S/PDIF. Does it need XLRs, or a1/4" phone
plug, or a3.mm mini- plug, or aphono plug?
Stereo or mono?
MultiPort to the rescue! It provides acentral place to connect just about
anything to your studio. Easily plug in professional or consumer gear,
analog or digital, without needing converter boxes, adaptors, patch
cords, or last-minute wires strung from the back of your rack. There's
even aUSB jack for easy access to your studio PC, and mono Mic
outputs for videocams.
Install aMultiPort in your studio, and eliminate one more hassle in your
day. Whatever, indeed!

WE BUILD SOLUTIONS.
DIGITAL SOLUTIONS. ANALOG SOLUTIONS. FUNCTIONAL. RELIABLE. AFFORDABL[

Mr.

element. The MSRP is $279, but it can
be had for less than $200 through your
usual favorite sources.
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Visit www.henryeng.com for all of Henry's solutions!

Henry Engineering • 503 Key Vista Drive, • Sierra Madre, CA 91024 USA
T:626.355.3656 • F:626.355.0077 • email: Info@henryeng.com

The dynamic cardioid low-Z mic has
alarge low end (primarily due to proximity) and a bright peak for intelligibility
centered just under 8kHz. This is amic
that will cut through the cheers at the basketball broadcast. The dynamic element
means you won't be sweating aphantom
supply or abattery to stay on the air.
Further, the mic is mounted on aflexible rubber-coated gooseneck to bend
and shape exactly where you want it. At
one time, mic booms on certain headsets
were permanently bent and all you could
do was slide it back and forth. No longer. The BPHS1 microphone bends to
your will, as it were.
The cable terminates in an XLR mic
plug and again that 1/4-inch stereo headset
plug, and can be detached from the headset for replacement or repair. Good idea:
all headphone cables eventually get rolled
over by chairs and some are easier to put
back into service than others. While it
looks as if this cable can take alittle punishment, Iwould spring for aspare cable
(BPCB1) now for use much later.
And because pop filters are the first
things to wear away or fall off, the
company wisely included three mic pop
filters with the BPHS1.
YOU'RE LIVE!
As stated at the top, the BPHS1 is
ideal for sports broadcasts. The tight
cardioid pattern on the mic means mini-

frequently participate via Skype, the
popular telephone/"picturephone" Web
application.
Where inexpensive electret mics
might be adequate for Skype calls, we
require broadcast-quality audio, and a
better mic invariably means a better
end product. Anyone "Skyping" back to
their studios would be wise to consider a
mic-headset combo such as the BPHS1
combined with an XLR-USB adapter
such as the Shure X2B.
Such ause will also demand aproper
headphone connector. In an unusual
twist, that will mean areducing adapter,
going 1/4- inch to 3.5mm.
SUMMARY
Unlike familiar, bulkier headsets like
the Koss Pro4AA with its manly threaded stud, the BPHS1 has a modern look
and light feel. For some, maybe too light.
People with smaller or narrow heads may
find the set alittle loose if they are moving quickly to follow play action.
But for clarity, ease of travel, comfort
and snap-on simplicity of replacement,
the Audio-Technica BPHS1 is a fine
performer. Good price too.
For information, contact AudioTechnica in Ohio at pro@atus.com, (330)
686-2600 or www.audio-technica.com.
Alan Peterson is assistant chief engineer and production director for the
Radio America Network in Arlington, Va.
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The new AirAuraTm audio processor features proprietary
"AirAura" final clipper technology for cleaner, clearer, more
natural mid and high end detail without smearing, dulling and
other artifacts commonly associated with managing the FM
pre-emphasis curve. Its advanced multiband AGC/SST
(Sweet Spot Technology) delivers incredibly smooth and
unotrusive gain and szectral control during widely varying
incoming progra

evels, and the AGO boasts separately

adjustable low and high inter- band coupling algorithms for
erious sonic sculpting. AirAura also offers the latest Vorsis
Bass Management System (VBMS) with new Texture control
for fine-tuning on-air bass. Dual front panel widescreen'
displays show extensive detail about the processor's

•New proprietary "AirAura" final

•Specialized audio analysis

clipper technology

functions, including FFT and

•Advanced multiband AGC/SST
(Sweet Spot Technology)
•Latest Vorsis Bass Management
System (VBMS)

oscilloscope analysis of input
or processed audio, Energy vs
Frequency display of input or
processed audio, 3-D plotting
of audio spectral content vs.

•Dual front panel ` widescreen'

time, Spectral Dynamic Range
metering, and activity display

displays
•Remote processor control via
wired Ethernet or integrated

of clipper's distortion masking
algorithm

WiFi connectivity

operation. In addition to real-time measurement of input,
output, and RMS ( loudness) output levels, its comprehensive
metering also shows all gain reduction activity. Specialized
analysis functions exclusive to Vorsis offer an astonishing
overview of input or processed audio. And for ultimate
flexibility, AirAura gives you remote processor control
via wired Ethernet or integrated WiFi connectivity.

MORE BRAND NEW STUFF FROM VORSIS! AVAILABLE - ] DAY!
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The new VP- 3 PLUS takes our popular and acclaimed VP- 8
and adds a slew of new features for even greater performance.
Advanced pmcessing for greater audio consistency, clarity and
overall loudness with lower distortion. Includes Vorsis GUILITE
software for taxing the VP- 8 PLUS anywhere you want to go.

The new FM- 4' is a no- frills FM- only audio processor that gives you
those great presets Vorsis is famous for. Plus, it comes with Vorsis
GUILITE for tweaking those presets to get your signature sound.

Available From Your Vorsis Dealers, Including:
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1.252.638-7000 Ivwwv.vorsis.com Isales@wheatstone.com
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JOHN GEORGE, Lexington. SC
803.951.7443
john.george@broadcastconnection.com
KEN PERKINS, Evergreen, CO
303.674.6566
ken.perkins@broadcastconnection.com

MAX BROWN, Mukilteo, WA
Corporate Office: 425.512.8879
Max@broadcastconnection.com

JOHN SHIDELER, Mesa, AZ
970.227.1405
john@broadcastconnection.com

TERRY BECHT, Canyon Lake, TX
830.899.7012
terry@broadcastconnection.com

ERIC WANDEL, Newburgh, IN
812.490.7947
eric@broadcastconnection.corrn
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Resource for Business, Programming and Sales

A Toast to the Lounge Sound
'Martini in the Morning' Offers Local Sensibilities for aNational Audience
BY MEL LAMBERT
Internet radio is enjoying a rocky
reality. Despite its potential for interactive, on-demand access, few portals have achieved audience reach that
comes close to conventional, over-theair outlets.

)INTERNET
RADIO
"The secret of our success," says Brad
Chambers, chief creative officer and
founder of MartiniInTheMorning.com,
"is that we have created a unique presence that serves atargeted community.
"Rather than positioning ourselves
as just a radio station or a website,
Martini is a ' new standard' for our listeners' lifestyle, where we feature the
greatest songs ever written delivered in
a variety of audio formats for iPhone,
BlackBerry or Droid handheld devices, Nokia smart phones and Windows

Brad Chambers. We are aradio station created in the image of those great
community radio stations.'
Media-equipped smart phones."
Established four years ago by Standard
Media Group. "MITM" operates from

CAP Standard Included FREE

/Diciital Alert
/ systems
Your PARTNER
on the ROAD to
EAS/CAPcompliance

DASDEC-II,
the award-winning, flexible emergency messaging
platform
Call now to find out how to solve your
EAS/CAP questions - now and down the road.
the PRODUCTS

the PEOPLE

and the COMMITMENT

www digitalalertsystems corn
585-765-1155
adivision of MONROE ELECTRONICS
1954

studios in North Hollywood, Calif., delivering MP3-, WMA-, Flash- and AACformat streams at avariety of data rates.
Staff includes Executive Assistant
Miriam Garfield, Merchandising Manager Heidi Streif, Technical Manager Al
"The Engineer" Taddeo and IT Manager
Jeff Morrison, plus on-air personalities/
announcers, Harry Young, John Van
Kamp, Kitty Collins and Rod West.
BEYOND NOSTALGIA
"Martini is about alifestyle that encourages travel, dining out, cocktails and
contribution to the community through
various charities," Chambers said.
"The station plays contemporary
adult standards. But we are not era-specific nor nostalgia-based; our material
can come from any decade. We look for
artists that offer unique interpretations
of contemporary classics that were popularized by the likes of Frank Sinatra,
Dean Martin and Sammy Davis Jr., for
example, and other from those key '40s,
'50s and ' 60s decades."
On one recent day, the site featured
the likes of Jamie Cullum, Jane Monheit,
Michael Buble and Diana KraII as well
as Sammy, Dean and Frank.
"Our criteria are song, artist and
production/performance. Anything that
meets two of those three will be on our
playlist.
"For example, Eric Clapton and
B.B. King singing ' Come Rain or
Come Shine' or Rod Stewart singing
'Someone to Watch Over Me' — we
are just as likely to play interpretations
of classic songs by such people as Harry

RADIOWORLD
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Connick Jr. and other current artists than
the originals.
"In other words, we are not playing
up nostalgia for that ' Rat Pack Era,'
because our playlist is new music for
much of our audience. It is, after all, the
most American of music."
Chambers worked for nine years
with Clear Channel as director of programming distribution and technology and PD/morning personality with
KLAC(AM) in Los Angeles; he was at
Jacor/Clear Channel in Boise, Idaho, as
regional operations director, and Clear
Channel as director of programming
distribution and technology based in
in Covington, Ky. He also has worked
with Dame Media at WRBT(FM) in
Harrisburg, Pa.; Imprint Records in
Nashville; and Susquehanna Radio/
KPLX(FM) in Dallas.
"The average age of a Martini listener is 49," Chambers said, with 55-64
as the next largest segment, followed
by 35-44.
"This is a good demographic, since
it represents a group of people that is
interested in music which pre-dates their
childhood and reflects alifestyle choice.
And our targeted community is international, not just local; we have regular
listeners in Europe, Africa and Asia.
"Unlike most Internet radio stations,"
he continued, "MartiniInTheMorning.
com is no jukebox — astring of songs,
one after another.
"We are a radio station created in
the image of those great community
radio stations. And our community is
not defined by acity limit, county line
or by the signal limitations of the radio
transmitter. It is defined by a lifestyle,
apassion for the music we play and an
ability to come together and be apart of
something bigger than itself.
"The station sets itself apart from the
Internet by being a real radio station
with personalities, contests, even commercials, avoided by some stations in
favor of listener subscriptions and other
such financial models. We separate ourselves from our broadcast cousins by
limiting commercial content."
Currently, the portal carries up to
four minutes of commercials per hour.
Arguing that syndicated
radio
remains aviable proposition, Chambers
plans to offer the MITM format free-ofcharge to HD Radio multicast channels.
"The future of radio lies on the
Internet," he said. "But HD Radio could
survive with the right content; listeners are
not interested in recycled content [from
over-the-air channels], or heavily automated formats being offered as an alternative. Real-time, interactive programming
will win out every time. HD is viable if
there is something worth listening to.
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"Radio has always been a one-way process,"
Chambers offers. "At Martini, we aim to make it
two-way, through listener participation on our highly
interactive website, and via remotes. We also see that
listener passion is an advertiser benefit, and adifferentiation from our immediate competition."
VIDEO TOO
MITM's signal path starts at a Wheatstone D-75
digital console that handles mic sources and outputs
from aProphet Systems rig that stores digitized music
cuts, PSAs and station liners.
"The console's analog outputs connect to an Orban
Optimod-PC 1101 PCI audio card that is housed in the
streaming PC," said Technical Manager Al Taddeo.
"I use a light-compression preset — 'Greg Open' —
which gently tightens up the station's deliverables

without sounding heavily processed.
"The MP3 and related streams are created by our
SOS commercial-insertion system, while the AACplus and Flash streams are generated by an [Orban]
Opticodec-PC 1010 application" offering output rates
of 32 and 64 kilobits per secone. The Flash-compatible
media facilitates an "FM quality" stream that carries
pre-launch video commercials, while a96 kHz stream
is intended for UStream listeners.
A separate audio-video stream with an in-studio
webcam carries aseparate 96 kHz Flash-format stream.
"MartiniVision accounts for maybe 20 percent of our
listeners," Chambers says. "They are very vocal when
it goes down." MP3 and WMA streams are at 64 kbps.
The portal cites an average audience approaching
600,000 total monthly listening hours.
"We need between 1.25 and 1.5 million listening
hours per month to make money," Chambers says
with awry smile. "Our community is growing, but not
fast enough to become competitive with commercial,
broadcast radio.
"Currently, 10 percent of our audience is mobile, listening in the main on [Apple] iPhones in their cars and
SUVs. The iPhone has completely changed our listening potential, and is growing rapidly. As more automobiles are made.available with in-dash Internet radio, we
see this number increasing even more quickly.
"We are also looking at developing acustom app for
the iPhone that will also enable us to capture listener
metrics, which is problematic at the moment with no
standard reporting process. National accounts — which
is where our core revenue will come — look for local
as well as wide coverage. Our streaming mechanism
[and region-specific advertising insertion software]

radioworld.com IRADIOWORLD

will let us handle that requirement. We can also develop local text messaging for our UStream material. But
we remain in the top 2-3 percent of individual Internet
radio stations.
"North America is our core audience, and one that
attracts national advertising; the foreign coverage
is a bonus and good entertainment for our U.S. and
Canadian listeners. We surprised alot of our audience
the other day by reading out a weather forecast for
Nairobi, Kenya."
Responding to the inevitable rainbow question of
what three wishes he would like to see granted for
Martini in the Morning, Chambers pauses and takes a
deep breath.
"First, we could use a benevolent investor," he
replies. "And then aliquor sponsor, to support our lifestyle trajectory. And, thirdly, an even playing field for
Internet radio, so that it can compete with conventional
radio and satellite delivery. Currently, our per-use
music fees are under threat and we are prevented from
playing complete albums.
"MartiniInTheMorning.com is the soundtrack for a
lifestyle," Chambers concludes, "and for acommunity
that might appear to have little in common. But when
they turn on the radio or browse their personal music
library, or participate in a walk-athon to fight breast
cancer, it turns out there is much that brings them
together as acommunity."
Mel Lambert says he has been involved with production and broadcast industries on both sides of the
Atlantic for more years than he cares to remember. He
is principal of Media&Marketing, aLos Angeles-based
consulting service for the professional audio industry.
Reach him at mel.lambertemediaandmarketing.com.
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Launch Your Format, Not Lame Excuses
Strategies to Help the Next Time You Flip That Program Switch
Ionce had the pleasure of purchasing
airtime on adirect competitor's radio station to promote our new morning show.
How did Ido it? Iplanned it!
I'll tell you how in just a moment,
but first I'd like to make the point that
the launch of a new morning show —
or a totally new radio station — is a
moment in time most of us rarely get to
see over the span of our careers. These
opportunities are precious and must not
be wasted.

And while you start your launch with
a morning show, don't stop there. Hire
someone — even if it's voice-tracking
— for every daypart. Don't fall back on
the "we don't have time" or "we'll do
that later" excuse.
At the stage you're searching for
talent, you're laying out the marketing
plan. The actual execution of this plan
does not begin until the station is on the

air. It makes no sense to blow money
telling people that aproduct is coming
when they can't sample it yet.
If you have no budget, you will
have no serious share of advertising
voice — and while Iwill recommend
some inexpensive methods of getting
the word out, there is no substitute for
real marketing using mass media, no
matter the market size.

radioworld.com IRADIOWORLD

PROMO

POWER
Mark Lapidus

In your mix of advertising the ne‘s.
product, try to own a medium. Don't
spread yourself thin by buying a few
TV spots, acouple of billboards, abit of
direct mail and some transit.
Instead, buy all the billboards you
can afford and no TV. Or put it on three
TV channels with alot frequency.
(continued on page 30)

'THEY'LL LOVE US'
Ifeel sorry for managers who flip a
switch, use the word "new" and expect
the market to find and love the product
immediately.
When you hear someone tell you
that "we're doing asoft launch," you're
really hearing code for "We don't know
what we're doing and we have no plan,"
and "People will find us when they scan
the dial and they'll love the new us."

Your launch plan

If you're reading this,
you know that print
advertising works...

starts with atimetable.

Another lame excuse you'll encounter revolves around not having enough
time: "We've got to get this on right
away. If word leaks out in the market,
someone may beat us to the punch."
Your launch plan starts with a timetable. That timetable begins at the end
of your research and extends to approximately six months after your launch date.
(You researched the niche you're about
to fill, right? If your answer is no — read:
"no budget" — you're embarking on
a dangerous mission with limited intelligence ... and yes, the pun is intended.)
As soon as the research is complete
and your format decision is made, the
search begins for talent, beginning with
your morning show. This assumes you
already have the right program director
for the format.
Hopefully your format consultant ( in
or out of house) knows the playing field
already and presents you ashort list of
prospects.
A word of caution: Never try to convince atalent the job is right for them. If
they're not on fire to come to you, most
of the time you're asking for trouble. So
much of talent success has to do with personal motivation; the last thing you want
is alaundry list of complaints when they
don't achieve instant success.

11
1

Even without pictures.

Radio World. Get inside these pages, get inside the industry
John Casey 212-378-0400 x512 • jcasey@nbmedia.com
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FORMATS

tic prize, like the chance to win a
(traded) car for everyone who " likes"
your Facebook page.

(continued from page 29)

The one exception is laying out some
dough — you don't need a lot — on
Google search words that fit your new
format and your new website. For many
that will mean buying the core format
artists. The good news is that although
you'll pay for clicks, now you're at least
hitting potential listeners.

2) Talent appearances at any major
event they can host.
3) Traded spots with your local cable
company.
4) Promos or coverage on your other
cluster radio stations when you've
got alignment that makes sense. For
example, if you have atalk or news
station and you're launching amusic
station, you will be able to move
cume and it won't sound out of place,
as it might on another music station.

PUT THE WORD OUT
Inexpensive marketing methods to
consider include:
1) A Facebook campaign — beginning
with sign-on and offering a fantas-

If it fits the new format to do so, map
out afew stunts that will draw attention.
Pace them over afew months.
They don't all have to be outrageous.
A stunt can be a simple as setting up
a bed in the middle of busy shopping
center and doing abroadcast from it on
Saturday from 10 a.m. to 2p.m.
Other items to map out include your
sales tactics, complete with client launch
party; media partners with whom you
can exchange content or trade marketing; and public relations outreach with
newspapers, websites and non-profits.
So ... how did Imanage to promote
anew morning show on acompetitor's
station?
A morning show and acup of coffee

have a lot in common. They wake you
up. Both can be bold. People will want
to sample each one every morning.
We wrote the commercial using the
talent names as the coffee brand. Ihired
an agency to place the ads. Iwaited
until the first ad ran and then called the
local newspaper to tell them the story
about how we pulled a fast one on a
competitor.
The spot got yanked immediately,
but we got ink and buzz. And yes, we
did make and sell the coffee — with the
proceeds going to alocal charity.
Mark Lapidus is president of Lapidus
Media. Contact: marklapidus@verizon.
net. Promo Power articles are archived
at radioworld.com.
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AM Ground Systems Co.
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The CAP-DEC1, Gorman-Redlich is
astand-alone CAP-to-EAS converter
tor use with your existing emergency
alerting equipment. This cost-effective
device allows broadcasters to easily
meet Common Alerting Protocol (CAP)
compliance requirements mandated by
the FCC without requiring the purchase
of an additional encoder/decoder
system or other costly equipment.
The CAP-DEC1 is CAP 1.2 compliant
and requires only one unit of rack
space. Trust the experts with over 35+
years experience in the emergency
alerting industry to help you meet
your broadcasting needs. Visit our
website or contact us today for more
information about the Gorman- Redlich
CAP-DEC1. We continue to support
equipment we made 35 years ago.

— Compatible with any existing EAS
encoder/decoder made by any
manufacturer
Powerful 1.6SHz dual core
processor and 1GB of memory
Built-in text-to-speech conversion
functionality
FAST Gigabit network capability
with built in firewall for security

— Five ( 5) USB ports for peripherals
— Nearly limitless storage capacity
for logs and audio messages

...and so are
the potential

— Automatic clock synchronization
via NIP servers

buyers for
your products

— Software can be updated via
LAN or USB

and services.
Radio World is agreat place

— Print alert reports to USB
or network printer

to find things for your business, and
agreat place for prospects to find you!

— Options to print, store or email logs
via built-in email server

1
•Gorman- Redlich

Mfg Co

,www.gorman-redlich.com

257 W. Union Street, Athens, OH 45701
Phone: 740-593-3150 "

To advertise, call David at:

212 -378 -0400 ext. 511
or e-mail: dcarson@nbmedia.com.

BROADCAST E
I
UIPMENT EXCHANGE
WANT TO SELL

RAY COUNTRY EROADCAST EQUIPMENT
BUY - SELL - TRADE
Your #1 Source
For Quality Used Radio Broadcast Equipment
View The Latest List Online at: http://www.baycountry.com
Or call and we will fax it to you.

Kintronics
4- tower
AM
Phaser, includes ATUs & cabinet, $ 15000. Call Duane Daves
at 828-285-8477.
ROTRON BLOWERS AND PLATE1
BLOCKERS, new & rebuilt for Ekom,
Harris, CCA, CSI, McMartin. Goodrich
Ent. 11435 Manderson St. Omaha,
NE 68164 402-493-1886 Email*
CGoodrich@tconl.com

7117 Olivia Rd., Baltimore MD 21220
Toll Free: 877-722-1031 • FAX 443-596-0212 • E-mail: sales@baycountry.rom

WANT TO BUY

ACOUSTICS

AcousticsFirst 88 E
1-765-2900
FLU:

product line for souno

Wanted: old analog automation equip, filters and EQ, tube
amps, reel to reel, cart machines
and parts. Pacific NW area. 503493-2983.

iortrol & noise elimination.

COMPLETE FACILITIES

www.acousticsfirst.com

NEW OR USED
COMPLETE PACKAGES

ANTENNAS/TOWERS

STUDIO/STUTRANSMITTER
/ANTENNA OR ANY COMBINATION OF ABOVE.
-LEASE OPTIONS-EMERGENCY RENTALS-REMOTE BROADCAST
RENTALS-

WANT TO SELL
FCC COMPLIANCE

TOWER SIGNS

AM & FM Tower Signs
ASR-Tower Registration
LStandard & Custom signs

SCMS, Inc. ( 800) 438-6040
You Know We Know Radio" S

Guy Wire Protectors - Ant. Tags
ANTENNA ID PRODUCTS
antennalD4Vmsn.com
Free Catalog
610-458-8418
www.antennalD.com

CONSOLES/
MIXERS/ROUTERS'
•

AUDIO PROCESSING
(INCLUDES ON- AIR)
WANT TO BUY
Teletronix LA-2A's,
UREI
LA-3A's & LA- 4's, Fairchild
660's & 670's, any Pultec EQ's
& any other old tube compressor/limiters, call after 3PM CST
-214 738-7873 or sixtiesradio@
yahoo.com.
AUTOMATION
EQUIPMENT
WANT TO SELL
It's free and it has been
expanded. The only cost is
to keep us informed as to
how the system is performing and let us know how
you are using it. DIY- DJ, is a
Linux based radio automation
system and now sports arecord
scheduler (DIY- DJ- RECORDER)
which allows you to schedule
the recording of a network or
any other program for replay
later as well as abasic logging
system. Beside these additions
the system schedules music,
does voice tracking (ALWAYS
hit the vocal), create a shell,
live assist exact time events,
join satellite feeds, automated
temperature announce, do unattended remote events and more.
Call (406) 679-0527 or email
krws@digitaldevelopment.net
for acopy today.

WANT TO BUY
ADM (audio designs and
manufacturing) 70s era consoles and parts. Al@abgrun@gmail.com.
MICROPHONES/
HEADPHONES/
SPEAKERS/AMPS
WANT TO BUY
RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any
other RCA ribbon mics, on- air
lights, call after 3PM CST, 214
738-7873 or sixtiesradio@
yahoo.com.
MISCELLANEOUS

WANT TO BUY
Collector wants to buy: old
vintage pro gears, compressor/limiter,
microphone,
mixing
consoles,
amplifiers, mic preamps, speakers, turntables, EQ working
or not, working transformers ( UTC Western Electric),
Fairchild, Western Electric,
Langevin,
RCA,
Gates,
Urei, Altec, Pultec, Collins.
Cash - pick up 773-339-9035
2" plastic " spot" reels 6.5
or 8" diameter, as used for
quad video. Wayne, Audio
Village, 760-320-0728 or
audiovIg@gte.net.
Equipment Wanted: obsolete, or out of service broadcast and recording gear, amplifiers, processing, radio or mixing consoles, microphones, etc.
Large lots preferred. Pickup or
shipping can be discussed. 443854-0725 or ajkivi@gmail.com.

RADIOWORLD
& some play by play excerpts,
also features a homerun by
Willie Mays and Felipe Alou
stealing second base, running
time is 18:02, also looking for SF
Giants games and/or highlights
from 1958-1978 also taped off
KSFO Radio. Ron, 925-284-5428
or ronwtamm@yahoo.com.
Looking for KFRC signoff
radio broadcast from 1930
Andy Potter, running time is
0:22 & also the KLX kitchen
the program guest is Susanne
Caygill, a discussion of women's affairs with along promotion for Caygill's appearance
at a local store. Anne Truax,
Susanne Caygill, running time
is 13:44. Ron, 925-284-5428 or
email ronwtamm@yahoo.com.
Looking for KTIM FM radio
shows from 1981-1984 if
possible unscoped. R Tamm,
925-284-5428 or ronwtamm@
yahoo.com.

REMOTE & MICROWAVE

WE RENT FOR LESS S
Blueboxes
Zephyrs
POTS Codecs
RF/Audio Gear

FM Exciters
FM Power Amps
Sits
Test Equipment

If we don't have it, we will get it
SCMS, INC. (800) 438-6040
s "You Know We Know Radio" es

a

STATIONS
WANT TO SELL
AM Station in Rome, NY,
$100K,
FM
xlators
in
Jacksonville, NC, Taylorsville,
IL, Hopkinsville, KY. mraley@
bbnmedia.org.

PLAYBACK HARDWARE
WANT TO BUY

TAX DEDUCTIBLE

Large or small collections of
16" transcriptions or 12" transcriptions, not commercial LPs.
Bill Cook, 719-687-6357.

EQUIPMENT

Schnader telescriptions 16
mm musical films produced in
the early 50 s. Bill Cook, 719687-6357.

Tower
Space for lease,
Globe, AZ, KOSS. Call John,
928-595-0263.
TRANSMITTERS/
EXCITERS/TRANSLATORS
WANT TO SELL
Armstrong FM 500B RF
amplifier, Armstrong FMX
30B 30 Watt Exciter, looks
great, works great, one owner,
about 3-4 years old, $ 3200/both
or BO. Bill, 305-712-1411.
CCA AM 10,000 D — Call John
KQSS 928-595-0263 between
10 & 6PM Pacific Time.
FCC Certified
FM Stereo Transmitter

11111111111101111

VSOW RF output. continuous duty!
VAuto protect with auto soft fail
auto restore!
VAutomatic battery backup!
s• Di gital display of all parameters
VPerfect for LPFM. Translators,
as well as stand-alone exciters
www.ramseyelectronics.com

Donations
Needed:
All
Volunteer, Non-profit Low
Power community radios stations need Equipment. Will
offer tax deduction letter, You
determine donation value, We
will pay shipping. Equipment
shared
between
three
Wisconsin stations. Looking for
Mics, Mixers, field equipment,
etc. You name it. Email: Dan@
WIECradio.org.

I'm looking for San Francisco
radio recordings from the
Standard Short-tune series.
1920's through the 1980's.
Bill Cook, 719-687-6357.
For example newscast, talk
shows, music shows, live band
remotes, etc. Stations like
KGO, KFRC, KSFO, KTAB, KDIA,
Equipment Exchange
KWBR, KSFX, KOBY, KCBS,
KQW, KRE, KTIM, KYA, etc, I
will pay for copies... Feel free to
call me at 925-284-5428 or you
can email me at ronwtamm@
Serving the
yahoo.com.

tUagWORLD

TOWER SPACE
FOR LEASE

Soperton/Vidalia, Georgia
Non- Corn FM CP ( 12,000
watts) with tower site
included, $ 64,500. Some
owner financing available.
Call 1-866-568-8780.
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800-446-2295
In Our 36th Year ,

OFF THE AIR?
Emergency Back-up Rentals
FM Exciters - STE FM Pwr Amps - Antennas Studio & Test Equipment

SCMS Inc ( 800) 438-6040

S "You Know We Know Radio"

S

TRANSCOM CORPORATION

Looking for a broadcast
excerpt of a SanFrancisco
Giant's taped off of KSFO
radio from 1959, interviews
with Willie Mays, Dusty Rhodes

STOP
AM RADIO INTERFERENCE
with aplug-in modem/telephone RF filter from:

KY Filter Company

Broadcast Industry Since 1978
Transmitters and Broadcast Equipment for Radio & Television
Used FM Transmitters

1
1
2
2
3.5+1.75
3.5
4
14+5
20
25
27.5
35
35

KW
1991
KW
2009
KW
2001
KW
2003
KW HD 2007
KW
2007
KW
2007
KW HD 2005
KW
2005
KW
1986
KW
1988
KW
1986
2008
KW

5
50

KW
KW

3010 Grinnel Place

BE FM1B
Crown FM1000E, solid state
BE FM2-C, solid state
Harris Z2, solid state
BE FMi301, solid state
Harris ZX3500, solid state
BE FM4C, solid state
BE Fmi1405 ( IBOC), solid state
BE FM20S. solid state
Harris FM25K. solid state IPA
Continental 816R4B, solid state IPA
BE FM35A
BE FM35T, solid state

Used AM Transmitters

Davis, CA 95618
(530) 757-6873

1987
2006

Harris MW5B
Harris 3DX50 Destiny

Please visit our website.
www.lmamtv.com, for additional listings.
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BrORDCRST
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Exciters & Miscellaneous Eauiomen)
•
New 30W Synthesized exciters
Used Harris Digit 2nd Generation exciter
Used BE EXi250 FM & HD exciter with ENGINE card
Used BE XPi 10, HD Generator
Used Bird Wattmeter

www.ky-filters.com
Model AM- 1is for AM Broadcast Band radio interference.
Model RF1is for Short Wave, Ham Radio, CB etc.

New TV Transmitters- Analog and Digital
OMB, Pineapple and Technalogix
VHF and UHF
TV Antennas
(10 W to 10 KW)
TV STL

800-441-8454 • 21 5-938-7304 • FAX: +1-215-938-7361
www.fmamtv.com • E-mail: transcom@fmamtv com
RETUNING & TESTING AVAILABLE • CALL US FOR A QUOTE!

Ecolvee

BROADCAST EUIPMENT EXCHANGE
POWER TUBES
REBUILT

Submit your listings to: dcarson@nbmedia.com

TEL 800-532-6626
INT1: + 1-530-662-7553
FAX + 1-530-666-7760

1/2 THE COST

www.econco.com

OF NEW!

SE HABLA ESPAÑOL

TUBES

CONSULTANTS
OWL ENGINEERING. INC.
•

MN

lkArralitox A.%1/FM/TV/AI ' X Scrvics,

55126

•Tower Detuning

•Pre- Purchase Inspections

•Intermodulation Studies

•ANSI and NRSC Measurements

•Radiation Hazard Evaluation and

Dcsign

NEW & REBUILT

ISO 9001 Certified

and ct,riszillint;
Measurement,

Arras: Design, Tuning and Proof using Method of Moments

Fax ( 651)784-7541

Tubes

licldWoricaultrnna anal

(leer 45 years engineering

•Allocation and Upgrade Studies

• \ IDirectional

Ftill scrvicc Ielm Alh82atinn

651 - 784-7445

•AM/FM/NCE Applications

An International
Distributor of RF Components

BROADCAST TECHNICAL CONSLITANTS

Consulting Communications Engineers
5844 Hemline Ave. N., Shoreview,

C Electronics

E-mail: IMO. owlenzcom

912-638-8028
202-393-5133
wv..gruliumbrock.coni

"%lenyber Al ( Cl

TRANSMITTERS STUDIO EQUIPMENT. STLS, ANTENNAS.
RADIO DATA SYSTEM ( FOR CAR RADIO DISPLAY)

The Choice of Successful
Broadcasters Since 1934

EXCITERS- TRANSMITTERS, TRANSLATORS, MIXERS- CONSOLES. RADIO LINK
RPU. MOSFETS, VACUUM CAPACITORS. SOCKETS

NEW POWER TUBES
• AM, FM and TV coverage
predictions and upgrade studies
• Broadcast transmission (rails
design
• FCC applications preparation
• Contact Clarrence M. lierrnme or
Crown M. ithrifill for additional
infonoation

i
N
sCorry-

'Felts

tcl (>151,)985.(10•• • Fas ( 850 ) 91•5 8121
a a . contruteclirf.cont

Serving Broadcasters
Since 1948

Software for your PC

(800) 743-3684
www.v-soft.com

EMIN
HELP WANTED

USA UISTHIBUT011

tee

(501,921-011S

kngincering. Inc.
Member WO

enCeS

Worldwide Availability

fax 301 ,590 9757
mullaney

mullenqr xom

Made in U.S.A.
▪

Visit our Web Site at
www.eimac.com

Box 6409

•.

Spring Hill. FI. 346 II

•
•

•

Run your
employment ad
on our web site
for only
$2 per word!
www.radioworld.com
Call David
for all the details at
212-378-0400
ext. 511
dcarsonenbmedia.com

Radio or Voiceover Talent for hire. Listener
and Detail oriented, out of the box thinker with
ability to create rapport like none other! Don,
810-686-4388 or demunger@comcast.net.
Very personable and friendly on- air talent. Strong copywriting and show prep ability.
Extensive promotional and special events crew
experience. Notable customer service skills. Van,
817-800-8070 or vanmalonejr@yahoo.com.
Are you a small market station needing
a good nuts & bolts engineer in the Los
Angeles area? Iwill make your station shine!
CET, fully FCC Licensed. Available for Full/
Part-time/Contract work. Available immediately.
Mitchell Rakoff, 917-324-8466 mitchellrakoff@
yahoo.com.
Extremely knowledgeable and articulate
racing writer/talk show host Adam Amick
is available for shows, correspondent, features,
etc. Check out www.bleacherreport.com for
samples. Call 214-384-5812 or email: adam@
rubbinsracingshow.com.

BEST SERVICE

352- 59h- 48N-I
.

.

-. •

We Export

¡MAC • TAYLOR• SVETLANA

service on transmitting

otorola • Toshiba • SGS • Thomson & Mitsubishi Semiconductors

tubes &

sockets/parts, new & rebuilt call Goodrich
at

.

ew & Rebuilt Tubes - Same Day Shipping

FOR THE BEST PRICE
Ent.

353-592-7Ni/11
Ias

%% ehsite: uou.dandseleclronie‘ment
• . . •
• • • • • . • • . • . • • • • . • • •

Sellable Español

8 24 Hr

S eOcK

*RE PARTS' CO

POSITIONS WANTED
Hard working, never meets astranger, high
energy, full of personality broadcaster, who
is passionate about radio, and loves achallenge.
Lisa Dilday, 870-664-0417 or abslisa1473@
yahoo.com.

FROm

=

•

CALL 800-414-8823
Intl (650) 592-1221
Fax ( 650) 592-9988

MEW:

To Order:

1-800-881-2374
Outside U.S. (352) 592-7800
Se Habla Español

ammo dsmen

BBGI Philadelphia - Full-Time Staff
Engineer opening.
Email resume to
engineering@bbgiphilly.com. Please see
the " Contact Us" section at www.wxtu.
corn for the full job description.

EEV

SVETLANA

NEW SOCKETS &
REPLACEMENT PARTS

Gaithersburg, MD 20877

agg.....x.lea,artrxxstgrarzes•

Pro-Tek®

=.

SIM6.

9049 Shady

cslt

,

PO Box 1130. Marlton. NJ 1181/55

frolic. Consult's..

Broadcast Engineering Consulting
AM/FMMULPTV/DTV
Custom mapping service
Frequency searches
Propagation prediction
FCC application preparation

=

Triodes
Tetrodes
Pentodes

Doug Vernier

s•

402-493-1886 doy or night,

www.goodrichenterprises.com.

737-2787

rfp@rfparts.com

760-744-0700
www.rfparts.com

DISTRIBUTOR
DIRECTORY
The following distributors serving the broadcast industry
would be glad to help you with any of your requirements.

CORN ELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK

HIGH ENERGY CERAMIC
CAPACITORS

SURCOM ASSOCIATES
III ( Jinn, k‘- al ', tote Is

Carlsbad. Caldonua 92008
(71101418-4420
e mad link,.

Fax - I71MI) 43%-4759
coin men

a
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EARS
(continued from page 34)

For example, because of our strong partnerships, money otherwise spent on travel can
be put into shipping costs, thus getting more
radios to more areas of the world with less
donated funds.
So far, our scope is limited only by our
financial resources. Yet we're not simply
focusing on expansion; ETOW is establishing
strong, lasting bonds with our schools and
teachers so as to better serve their needs long
term. We endeavor to replace their equipment
and batteries as needed.

SIMPUCITY
Radio World readers will have already
guessed (of course!) why we use radio instead
of, say, computers, for information access.
It is because much of the world does not
have the communications infrastructure to
support access to the World Wide Web and
other dynamic media sources such as digital
television, wireless networks or even electric
power or phone. Political instability, meanwhile, can undermine even the written word.
But radio is simplicity itself. All one needs
is amodest yet capable receiver, and one has
instant access to local and world media.
So far, every teacher with whom we've
worked already knows something about radio;
indeed, many have an intricate knowledge of
broadcast schedules.
But in these places it can take up to an
entire week's wages to pay for aset of batteries. That's where our wind-up radios become
vital; we effectively eliminate this cost, giving them steady access to information.
And the reports we have received back

ADVERTISER INDEX
E

ADVERTISER

from the field have been overwhelmingly
positive: Teachers in rural Cameroon are able
to teach current events. Blind children in rural
Belize can listen to the outside world and hear
music and languages they've never heard. A
remote community in southern Sudan was
able to listen to reports of their burgeoning
country's recent election. Children in Haiti
and families in Chile learned where to go to
get food and medical care and information
about loved ones affected by the quakes.
As fellow radio enthusiasts and broadcasters, you already know that radio is aremarkable tool; allow me to convince you that it is
apowerful teaching tool, as well.
Just as radio taught me, and opened my
mind, it can teach others. Please join us; we
can shape the world of the future. Ask, as I
did, how can Ihelp? And spread the word:
Tell your family, your friends, your clubs,
your community centers, your colleagues,
your employees. If you work for a broadcaster, tell them about us. Post us on your
blogs. Mention us over the air. Tell everyone
you know: In an Internet world, radio lives!
Children's futures are still written on the
airwaves.
Listen and learn. It's asimple idea, but to
some young people, it can mean the world.
Together, we can make it happen.
Want to help us give the gift of radio?
Visit http:Ilearstoourworld.org or write us at
P.O. box 3230, Cullowhee, NC 28723. Your
personal interest, or that of your local radio
club or business, could put radios in aschool
or village in the most remote corner of the
world.
The author is executive director of Ears to
Our World, which was profiled in the Wall
Street Journal Magazine in May.
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AM Ground Systems Co.
Armstrong Transmitter Co.

22

Audio Technica

13
30

Asia - Alelos Company

19

Broadcasters General Store

3
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8SW
Comtes Corporation

26
4

Digital Alert Systems
ERI

www.digitalalertsystems.com
www.eriinc.com

5
30

ESE
Gorman Redlich Mfg

www.ese-web.com

18

Grace Broadcast Sales

www.gorman-redlich.com
www.gracebroadcast.com
www.broadcast.harris.com

www.amgroundsystems.com
www.armstrongtx.com
www.axiaaudio.com
www.bext.com
www.bgs.cc
www.hswusa.com

Harris Corporation
Heil Sound, Ltd.

www.heilsound.com

24

Henry Engineering

www.henryeng.com

12

Inovonics Inc

14

Kintronic Labs Inc

11

Logitek

20

Mayah Communications GmbH

17

Moseley Associates

27
9

OMB America
Omnia - ATeins Company
Progressive Concepts

2, 25, 36

Wheatstone Corporation

-- NEWS
Thank you for including
IEE
60th Mn
Randy Stine's excellent article
sYRA1401 /.$11111
on the upcoming 60th IEEE
Broadcast Symposium in the
Lte
„e„,onstand, c
Sept. 1edition of Radio World.
It:c M.P `
This event is open to both
members and non-members of
„ce
‘n' d ne'FCC's
the IEEE, and if anyone is interested in attending, they should
register early in order to get a
reduced registration fee.
On Wednesday evening, Oct.
20, we have another reception
in addition to the Manufacturers
Reception; and the Association
of
Federal
Communications
Consulting Engineers has its annual
AFCCE Fall Social on Friday, Oct.
22 following the IEEE Broadcast
Symposium.
Finally, as one of the organizers of
this year's symposium Iwould like to
give particular thanks to the sponsors
of the Manufacturers Reception. As
of Sept. 10, the sponsors are Dielectric
(host of the reception), DSI RF Systems.
ERI, Harris, Jampro, Kintronic Labs.
Myat, Shively and Stainless LLC.
Thomas B. Si/liman, P. E.
President
Munn.
Electronics Research Inc.
_
Chandler, Ind.
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www.omb.com
www.omniaaudio.com
www.progressive-concepts.com
www.sagealertingsystems.com
www.tiehne.com
www.wheatstone.com
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sSource for Radio Managers and Engineers

Our readers have
something to say
I
have enjoyed reading
RW over the last 30 years
in the business, and look
forward to each and
every issue.

www.inovon.com
www.kintronic.com
www.logitekaudio.com

sawn
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WWW.comrex.com

15

Sage Alerting Systems
Tieline Technology

MORE ABOUT IEEE BTS

www.audio-technica.com
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OPINION

In an Internet World, Radio Lives
'Ears to Our World' Believes Children's
Futures Are Still Written on the Airwaves

ICOMMENTARY
BY THOMAS VVITHERSPOON
For as long as Ican remember I've
been passionate about radio.
From my earliest childhood memories
in the 1980s during those final fading
days of the Cold War — of my dad tuning in WWV in Fort Collins, Colo., on
his dad's vintage RCA 6K3; of falling
asleep listening to my then-old-fashioned

spectives Iheard in my vicarious radio
journeys, and from these sprang my own
opinions, hopes, beliefs. Radio became
my teacher— ateacher who gave me, in
my formative years, aglobal perspective.
I would have to say that radio has
shaped my life. Isuppose that's why radio
recently has become amission for me.

RADIO, THE ONLY LINK
Today, Iam the founder and director of Ears to Our World, agrassroots
charitable organization with a simple

ment of our dear friends at Universal
Radio and the extraordinary magnanimity of Eton Corp., who donate our windup world-band radios, we are honored to
have, in just two years and on abudget
of less than $3,500, distributed radios to
schools and communities in nine countries on three continents — in Africa,
Eastern Europe, Central and South
America, and the Caribbean — as well
as to both Haiti and Chile, where the
dissemination of information through
radio has been life-saving.
How have we done this? Through
partnerships with other reputable established non-profit agencies just like us, that
already help struggling schools through-
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Presenting aradio to the principal of G.H.S. Ntumbaw in
Cameroon. Wind-up radios are invaluable in places where
aset of batteries might cost up to aweek's wages.

AM transistor radio; and of drinking in
all those mysterious DX stations Iheard
over shortwave and medium-wave ...
Iwas the sort of kid (a throwback to a
former generation, one might say) who
couldn't get enough of radio.
In those days when cable TV and
video games and the first PCs upstaged
and supplanted radio in nearly every
American household, even in the blue
collar town in which Igrew up, it was
nonetheless radio that captured my imagination, and taught me early on that
everyone has a story. Radio taught me,
too, that each voice is different in his or
her consideration of what's meaningful
or newsworthy. Ilearned to understand
or at least appreciate the diverse per-

CORRECTION
The Sept. 8stogy " Armstrong Wasn't the
Only One" misidentified the author of
"Edwin Howard Armstrong: Man of High
Fidelity" as Lansing Lamont. The book's
author was Lawrence Lessing.

Ateacher with an ETOW radio in Bor County, Southern Sudan.
'Radio is simplicity itself,' author Thomas Witherspoon says.
'All one needs is amodest yet capable receiver, and one has
instant access to local and world media.'

objective: distributing self-powered
world-band radios to schools and communities in the third world, so that kids,
not to mention those who teach them,
can learn about their world, too.
Iwant others — children and young
people, especially — who lack reliable
access to information, to have the world
of radio within their reach.
More specifically, Ears to Our World
works in rural, impoverished and sometimes war-torn or disaster-ravaged parts
of the world, places that lack reliable
access to electricity — let alone the
Internet — and where radio often is the
only link to the world outside.
The heart of our mission is to allow
radio to be used as atool for education,
so we give radios to teachers, who, in
turn, use the radios in the classroom and
at home to provide real-life, up-to-date
feedback about the world around them.
Many of our teachers have used radio to
teach language skills, social science, basic
literacy, music appreciation and much,
much more.
Ears to Our World is abudding organization. But through the encourage-

out the world, and who believe, as we do,
in freedom of and access to information.
Creating these partnerships was an
important move: in the very remote
regions we serve, extending our assistance demands persistence, financial
resources and logistical support, times
10. And often agreat deal of patience.
Just shipping radios to other countries
usually involves detailed arrangements
with national and regional governmental
authorities (for example, to waive duties
or taxes); once the radios arrive, safely
distributing them to these remote areas
can also be costly and complex.
Our partner organizations often have
laid the groundwork in these regions and
have established reliable connections
with communities in them. Their need
is for resources — like radios.
By working cooperatively with other
established organizations, we find we're
able to distribute radios much more
cost-effectively, too. In other words, we
can operate on a shoestring budget so
that donations are used wisely and to
their fullest extent.
(continued on page 33)
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Comrex BRICLink

provides reliable, high quality, cost-effective IP audio transmission
over dedicated links.

plus

ISM Band 5.x GHz IP Radios

from Trango System,
iYiULUÍUia Tsunami and others available at BGS
provide a low-cost, unlicensed, line of sight data link.
i

equals
Perfect, low cost M. solution

Use with BRICLink's linear and FLAC modes for full bandwidth audio
with minimal delay. Easy to set up. Low operating cost.

Available from:

Broadcasters
General Store

Put Comrex on the Une

Eillrelee Link ‘w Veif
l Iww
www.comrex.com

Preface... Clear your mind. All that anxiety that you've come to associate with the typical AolP network install is going to leave you
now... Think of cool clear water flowing into the coffee maker and the sound of sprinkles hitting fresh, hot donuts... OK. Ready?
2.LOOK

1.0PEN

Take agood look at what's in
the boxes. You've got acontrol
surface mixer item and rack
mount BLADE something or
other. They sure look pretty.
And they are. Using this stuff
you are gonna be achick
magnet. Or aguy magnet.
Whatever, you are going to be
IN CONTROL. Cool part is,
THAT is only moments away ,

Confront your boxes. You know tneire there. They know
they're there. But only YOU have th?, power to change that.
Go ahead... opar them.
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4.PLUG IN

3.RACK EM UP

Rack mount the rack stuff. OK, we're going
to be brutally honest here. THIS SINGLE
ONE I
EP takes the longest of the entire
setup process (unless you have aREALLY
dull knie in step 1). Of course you'll need
your own rack and screws, but hey, if it's a
deal breaker, we'll work it out.

Time to hook them up. You knew it was coming.
i
(
Your little tummy is wrapped around your throat. I
mean, it's gotta be areal hassle, right? Interfacing
these things? Setting them up? Getting them to tali;
to each other? Somebody get me an antacid.
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It's literally this easy.
WheatNet-IP nos all your bases
covered. ,:AT- 6 cables hook
up the BLADES and surfaces.
Regulor audio cables
for the rest.

Wait... is that aCAT-6cable? You know what that
And that's all it takes? Mmm Hmm. Yep. You bet.
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6.IT'S WORKING!

5.PUSH THE BUTTON

OK. Everything al hocked up (meaning, is the CAT- 6cable
plugged in)? Great. Now we're gonna configure the system.
We start by turning it on. Then?
Urn... that's it. It configures itself. Every piece talks to every
other piece and does what it's supposed to do. What? Doesn't
EVERY IP Audio system do it that way?
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: ititunimint
Every BLADE has all the iiformation about your entire network
stored in it. Should any part of the network go down, the rest
continues to function perfectly. Simply plug in a new BLADE and
you'll be where you started in moments!

WheatNet-IP does ALL the work of configuring your system
EVERY BI - Of IT! It knows when you are adding on or when
you are taking something out. You concentrate on content.
We concentrate on getting it where it needs to be.

You've got asystem! From here on out, it's
just like the analog stuff you're used to. Except
ultimately more flexible. And muon more reliable.
And better sounding. And completely expandable. And such ajoy to use. 'res - you heard
it - I
said A JOY TO JSE! (Bet you never though'
you'd hear an IP sys:em descril:ed that way.
Certainty not one from the other guys)
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AolP ADVANCED

7.CELEBRATE

It's great to be able to say you invented something
(whether you did or not). Turning hat invention into a
viable, workable solution for modern applications
is what's needed if we are gong to take this
technology to the next level. The s:atus quo was a
pretty good staring point - bu: taking it out of the
vacuum and in the workplace requires afresh,
objective yet passionate approach to advance it.
WheatNet-IP certainly advances it, making your
workflow everything it should be. We cost the same or
less. We can handle 10 times the bandwidth. We are
far more reliable. And we're poised for THIS decade
as well as the NEXT ore. We're Wheatstone! This is
what we do. What else would you expect?

Time for that cup of coffee and donut we talked about
in the preface. Let's face it.. the whole process was
painless. AMAZINGLY PAINLESS. So painless, you are
already up on Facebook and Twitter talking about what
astud muffin you are with your technical prowess. Don't
get cocky, kid. But DO enjoy adelicious coffee and
donut. And remember, next time you even think about
installing new gear, ycu've gotta call your Uncle Wheaty...
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8.SLEEP EASY

With aWheatNet-IP system, rather than having to be on the
phone to who- knows-where in the middle of the night, you
can take your emergency engineers off the clock and let
them get agood night's sleep. We ARE here, 24/7, in
beautiful New Bern, North Carolina, and if you need us,
we'll talk to you all night long. But with VVheatstone's reliability
record, chances are much greater that those visions of sugar
plums will just keep dancing in your head.
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